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scorn for the demagog that he has
for the corruptloulst, and that he i
would front threats of personal vio-- 1
lence from a mob with the unqualling
and lofty indifference with which he
would front the hitter anger of the
wealthiest and most powerful corporations. Hroad tho his sympathies are,
there is In him not the slightest tinge
of
of weakness. No consideration
personal interest, any more than of
fear for his" personal safety, could
make him swerve a hair's breadth
from the course which he regards as
right and In the interest of the whole
people.
1 have naturally a peculiar Interest
in the success of Mr. Taft, and in
seeing him backed by a majority In
both houses of congress which will
heartily support his pedicles. For tin
last tn years, while I have been governor of J,'ew York aid president. 1
have been thrown Into close intimucj
with him. and he and I have on every essential point stood in heartiest
agreement shoulder to shoulder. We
have the same views as to what Is
Interest
demanded by the national
and honor, both within our own borders, and as regards the relations of
this nation with other nations. There
is no fight for decency and fair deal
ing which I have waged in which I
have not had his heartiest and most
effective sympathy and rapport, and
the policies for which stand are his
policie s as much an mine.
It is not possible in the spare of
this b tier to discuss all the many and
Infinitely varied questions of moment
with which Mr. Taft as president
would have to deal; let him be judged by what he has himself done, and
by what the administration, in which
he has played so conspicuous a part,
has done. But to illustrate just what
his attitude Is. let me touch on two
matters now prominent in the public
mind.
Mr. Taft can be trusted to exact
justice from the railroads
for titvery rcascin that he can be trusted to
do justice to the railroads. The rail
road are the chief instruments of Interstate commerce in the country, and
they can neither be held to a proper
accountability on the one hand nor
given proper protection on the other,
save bf the affirmative action of the
federal government. The law as laid
down by the federal courts clearly
shows that the states have not and
cannot devise laws adequate to meet
the problems caused by the great
growth of the railroads doing an interstate commerce business, for more
s
of tip' business of the
than
railroad is Interstate, and under the
constitution of the United States only
the federal government can exercise
control thereover. It is absolutely
that this control should be af
All interfirmative and thoro-goinstate business carried on by the great
corporations should. In the interest of
the whole people, be far more closely
supervised than at present by the na
tional government; but this Is especially true of the railroads, which cannot exist at all save by the exercise
of powers granted them on behalf of
i herefofe,
tV' people, and wllicn.
should be held to a peculiar accountability to the people. It Is in the interest of the people that they should
not be permitted to do injustice; and
It Is no less to the interest of the
people that they should not Suffer Injustice. Their prime purpose Is to
carry the commodities of the farmers and the business men; they could
not be built save for the money contributed to them by their shareholders; they could not be run tft all save
for the money paid out In wages to the
railroad employes; and. finally, they
could not be run Judiciously, or profitably to any one. were It not for the
employment by them of some masterful guiding intelligence, whether of
one man or of a group of men. There
are therefore several sets of Interests
to be considered. Each must rec eive
proper consideration, and when any
one of them selfishly demands exclusive consideration the demand must
be refused. Along certain lines all of
the groups have the same interests.
It is to the interest of shipper, fanner.
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cupying nearly an hour to cover th
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the national committee In the following statement:
"The national committee has no
Candidate thai it would like to nee
nominated for g,v rnor. The coautl
tee simply desires that the strongest
c::'.n be named, and it will not. through
as its chairman, or any one else,
seek Iu any way to Influence the eho'
tin delegates. Mr. Bryan's attitude
- I lentioal
rlth that of the nation ,1
committee."
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streets surrounding the cathc-prelatpassed through ave- nut's of kneeling adherents of their
faith, the curious and any whom
1 1
migiht have come to Jeer, being crowd- I II I
I I II I nil II
II
(1 out
Iof this vicinit. At one or two
UK I I I iI PI III
II iu Points
I 11 12-4-3
111 H IS
further away, however, three
1 1
processionists had tu practically force
a passage through the crowds which
broke through the police lines. At one
place where Scv ral streets converge,
the crush was so great that the spectators broke up the procession, but the
police, stationed at this point in strong
force, were able eventually to clear
s narrow lane, through which the pa- -'
pal h gate and the others passed in
REMARKABLE PARADE
single file. The crush here was I'right- - FOES OF THE GOVERNOR
for half an hour and the police
RRITI-Sr.APITAI
OUTNUMBER FRIENDS
it was an
had to use heroic measure
reanxious time for the officials, and
servos were hurried to tne scene, more Only Inability of Opponents to
With!
'
London Streets Thronged
to protect the crowd from Itself than
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HURT IN
BAD WRECK ON ERIE

THiRTY-FOU- R

Cinclnntatl, Bept It. William n
Tafi's llrst campaign tour will begin
Wednesday, September 19, if the canil idate's present desires In the matter
are observed. Mr. Taft today Indicated that be would much like to talk
with National
Chairman Hitchcock
after Mr Hitchcock had conferred iu
Chicago Mon, lav with Senator Dixon
and the western managers, concerning
the proposed itinerary. Mr. Hitchcock will doubtless be asked to come
by Cincinnati on his return east.
The arrangements to have the national league of republican dubs hold
a rally in Cincinnati September ÜÜ
was made known to Judge Taft today
b
Mr. Vorys by Wire. The chief of
Staff reached his home in Lancaster
last night. He will go to ColumbU
tomorrow and return lure Monday
ni.'iht or Tuesday.
After the meeting of the 22nd it is
regarded as not unlikely that Mr. Taft
will accept the Invitation he has received
iron, the Keusuok)
Banlwr
n
Association, and address them at
pn the twenty-thirMr. Taft
has expressed a desire to speak in
Tennessee and It is pointed out here
that he could extend the Kentucky
trili to Louisville and Chattanooga and
from there go p, St. Louis and Kansas
City nml thence Into the other middle
Western states. Judge and Mrs Taft
attended Christ etutrch today and lis
tened to services conducted by Rev.
The re-- j
Dr. Knowlton, the pastor.
malnder of the day was spent by
candidate t the home Of his brother,
Charles 1 Taft. He did not cine to
bis offices in the hotel. Appointment
to see Judge Taft this week have been
made by Senator Crane of Massachusetts and Representative Theodore K
Burton of Cleveland.
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Devout Catholics as Well
CllliOUS and Hostile PrOteS- - 'people were more intent on right-seIng than on lllterxertng with tne lum- tants to View Spectacle,
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marched around the inner Ily Morning Journal Special I.eUNeil Wire
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Illy Morning Journal SaeeLil
ircl Wire
lily Morning Journal Special I.tsse Wire
aisles of the edifice, the legate carry- Pa Bept. U. Thirty-fou- r
IfeadVllle,,
:t.
Y.,
N.
Saratoga.
Idea
An
Bept.
great
procesSept.
London,
13.
A
writ13.
Bay,
Sept.
A
letter
Oyster
big the host, as h, would have done in
persons
were
Injured early today
ten by the president to imrad Kohiw
sion of Catholic clergy which brought the streets had the government not that the republican state convention
if Helena, Mont., an okl time friend,
in
the
of
wreck
p.
objection.
File
m.
an
at
train No. 4. Chiwill
Interposed
I
which
assemble
here
the eucharistic congress to an end, was
The
was made public tonight.
who had been crowded out of tomorrow, will be a cut and dried afcago
to
Those
New
express
York
at flenevo.
held
scenes
afternoon
such
amid
this
it was explained, was call
par fair was dispelled by the development
P. a small station eight miles west
as (he English churchmen who plan- the cathedral were permitted to
ed forth by w. J. Bryan's statement
ceremony, as the legate, today of a situation which may proof here The wreck, railroad officials
ned It had never anticipated.
Cardi- ticipate in the
that he was the president's heir and
robed in his veawnents, appeared on voke a bitter fight and end In the
Say, was due to enemies or the comVanante!)!
nal
Pope's
legate,
the
national success. The letter follows:
pany opening a switch shortly before
the balcony outsiiV the building and nomination not of Governor Hughe
procession,
walked
the
the
head
of
at
Mr. Conrad Kohrs, of Helena, Monpresented the sacie,! sacrament and for governor, but of any of the several
the passenger train arrived. The Inwearing
his
robes
hat.
but
and
scarlet
tana. Is an old time Montana cattle
vast men about whom the opposition has
jured were brought to this city and
not carrying the host. He was ac orn- - .pronounce d the benediction. The
man and one of the most prominent
square
then
assemblage
the
filled
that
twenty-thf- e
of them were taken to
bi en trying to gather.
Danled by a bodyguard of English!
He and the
citizens of Montana..
the
Spencer hospital. Five of them after
Of
Secretary of State
The nam
peer, of whom the Duke of Norfolk sang hymns and the members of
president came Into close relationHying, Elihu II. Root was on many tongues
having their injuries dressed were diswas the most prominent, and a con Catholic societies, with banners
ship more than twenty years ago
through the streets to their today. Mr. Hoot arrived In the United
marched
charged
while eighteen still remain at
archbishops
course
of
and
cardinals',
when they were both memberi of the.
proceeded later
the hospital. Thirty-on- e
of the InHe is to
bishops who also were attired In un- halls ami churchewh' ami the trains were si ttes hotel this afternoon.
Montana Stock Grower Association,
i"
jured were passengers and three railact ai both temporary and permanent
cen mouial robes instead of vestments, to the stations
the president being lit the time the
proto the
road employes. A majority of the
chairman of the convention. Chairwhich originally it had been proposed waiting to take thVni hack
representative of the Little Missouri
vincial centers, when,-- they had one man Timothy L. Woodruff, of the
foi nii r were Italian and Greek laborthey should wear.
Stock Growers in the association. The
in the mean-thi- n
to attend the s, r li
ers.
Mr.
went
to
committee,
state
throngs
No
people
have
been
such
of
up
ever
since.
intimacy has been kept
the
The train Is due here at 1 2 : !0 a. m.
Boot's POOH) and was in conference
seen iu London since Queen Victoria's time tdie papal legar b
Mr. Kohrs Is one of the pioneer citiand with him for an hour.
pronounced
tie
ing
As they left
but was about one hour late and was
purpose
if
then,
of
even
funeral,
The
zens of the northern Rocky Mountain
running over fifty miles and hour. UpIbe room together Mr. Hoot was told
Archbishop Bourne, the bead of the the congress closed
region and one of the men wh,, has
on striking the open switch the entire
Of the rumors
connecting his name
Westminster diocese, and his associates
taken a leading part in its great develtrain left the track, the locomotive
with the nomination, as Om choice of
who arranged the program, had been PHOTKST WIS WtONOlTXCE
opment.
THE CO.;i:t ss A FVUIjURK, the
turning over upon Its side. Two of the
forces.
to have the host carried through the
Air. Kohrs' letter was called forth
London. Sept. 13. An enthusiastic
cars, a combination smoker and bag-th- e
At first he declined to pay a word on
stree ts in, the rear of the Westminster
by Mr. Bryan's statement that He (Mr.
i
o:ae. nml a .smoker, were dainiiired.
cathedral, so that the great body Of meeting of the nkwnuers of the Protes- the question. Pressed for an answer
Hryan) was the president's heir and
A majority of the Injured were riding
Catholics who were unable to partici- tant alliance was held In Caxatone to the direct question. Mr. RoOi at last
natural successor.
In the combination car, being foreign
pate in any of the services within the ball at Westminster tonight, where said. Well, you know I nm a delegate
Sagamore Hill, Oyster Bay. N. Y.,
ches were made rejoicing at the to thtB convention from uncida counlaborers traveling second class.
cathedral should have an opportunity
September !), !0S.
against inc. ty. The people up there are nil for
The two tracks were torn up a disÍ have receivMy Dear Mr. Kohrs
of Jolnipg in the eucharistic observ- success of the alliance
a solemn
and
procession,
eeucharlstlc
tance of over 1,400 feet and the work
Hughes."
eo
high
candidacy
ed your letter about the
ances and of seeing all the
covenan; to defend the
of repairing them will not he comThe situation on the eve of the conof Mr. Taft, the man who I feel Is in
cleslasttos present in London on this league and
pleted until after midnight. The prop,
Protestant religion was voted.
vention is apparently accurately stated
an especial sense the representative
temól a lile occasion.
erry loss is !0,O6t,
John Kenattt pfeeldenl of ibe
In tin- following
words of a county
of all that in which I most believe
The route of the procession was laid
league, and other speakers leader bitterly opposed to the inoml- - BRYAN DECLINES TO
There were eighty seven passengers
in política life.
through the quiet Street adjacent to
Asouith
Premier
on the train.
Injuries consist
The
nation f governor Hughes:
Every good citizen should desire tu
the cathedral, and but for tin- unex paid high tributes to Protestantism
of
"There are more than enough antl- - ÍALK POLITICS ON SUNDAY chiefly of fractured limbs and cuts nnd
see both prosperity and justice, prospected partisan strife which a discus- "for vindicating the
that the con- Hughes
vote
in
the convention,
bruises.
perity and fair and righteous dealing
sion of this ecivmony brought on, it BnglAnd. They declared
Railroad officials believe the switch
as between man and man, obtain perprobably would have been solemnized gress had failed mis, rably and that the pledged or otherwise certain, to preof
doctrine
Bept.
Md
promoting
Dc
the
r
Park.
II.
William was opened for the purpose of wreckof
vent liL nomination, and they will premanently in this great republic. As
quiet and reverent atmosphere.
mi
a
I
occasioned
put
Bryan today
had
his stamp of
ing the train bv persons having a griea people we are justly proud of our
vent It If they cab he united for any
The great majority "f those who ai- - church of Rome,
jg Sunday political speech-makin- g vance against the company and not
ope else. The leaders opposed to the
business Industry, of our energy and
tempted to witness the spectacle, how- gn it Protestant iwakenini
when, without his knowledge, for the purpose of robbery. Among
intelligence in our work; and It Is enrenomination of the governor nrc tryever, apparently, were attracted by cu,
INSU.T
ing to aeree on some other candidate. the resident-- "found Mountain Lake the Injured were:
tirely right that we should ask ourriosity and a small part were penly PKfCMIKR'H ACTION
s.
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were
PRIEST
park,
notified to assemble these
succeed,
Mr- -,
styrtle Baldwin and
to!' II,cvnio:
that they will
It Is possihl
selves as to any given course of conhostile. The Oatholk element cheered
Archbishop, Th(1 M.ouble Is .that they are Intensely at
ScpisSw i '.
o'clock today to hear him talk.
passed
i, ,.utiH- while
chad. "Will It be profitable '.'" But It
daughter, Lucille, of Van Buren,
the procession
men'' tehftrnj Ovnrt weJrve h:m"d,r theii.ftuUiyjri iiw- i- ieia nrtiiiy brntsed.
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ihnnlL'Inlllt
"
"
,
,,,.,,, . ,,,..,.,,;..i. .j. that the' other may In some
is
way gain while Mr. Bryan, at De. r Park.
the bulk of our people, the plain peoJohn MeMIl of Mendville. fireman:
there was heard clerical 'DOOlng" such 'copy oí me coi er
eed-- d
the change iu the plans for the from the agreement they are seeking, pr, nesting tu a local committee that bruised.
ple who found In Abraham Lincoln
,h.. BWItth ,,..,. le use In theat-t.
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(heir especial champion and spokessome special a, Haulage over himself. In- would make no speech. He finalFdward Cox, Metidvillc, thigh broklo exnre.ss displeasure at any of the Catholic procession from which
man, regard the question, "Is this
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Grocery Co.
Good

Things to Eat.

Household
Utensils--

the
Such as you will need for
'
the coming fair.

i

IN

ENAMELED & TINWARE

SPECIALS

TESTIFIES

Of every description:
Food choppers, roasters, butcher
and kitchen knives, carvers,
table cutlery, bread
and cake makers
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hornier Head of Mine Woikers
Union Refers Bitterly to Espionage Over His Move-

several disastrous occasions (lotízalos
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lecond, played a stow game, making
several errore, changing the position
Labor,
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Cgtdher for the Careys, was placed onl'8 Haralag Jouraui Seeilul Lituanl Wlrl
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flr.-- t
Swift's Premium Bacon
Perea, the regular first!
lias.
bVpt. 13. John
the L'hlted
v.ls sent out to right field, ''IK former president of
24c a pound.
and Peha brought in from tin- - outfield .Mine Workers, who with President
and put in as catcher. Pena w asn't Oompera and Secretary Morrison, of
w in n
tiler.it came to handling the the American Federation of Labor, Is
hlg in tt t and at the end of the fifth chargad with contempt
of court in
5 cans Leader Peas 50c.
inning Pettus relieved him. Safford the injunctions against the officials for
pitched ball all through the game and boycotting the Huck Stove and Range
1 can, 10c.
mad.- the Barelaa hoys strike fast If company, testilb d in his owil defense
they wanted a hit. lie Blassl, of the j today before Albei t Harper, examner.
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1
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ln left field.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL LUMBER.
Glass, Cement, Wall Paper and Rex Flintkote Roofing.
Albuquerque, New Mexlct
North First Street.

Our Bakery

All
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the Best Goods
at Popular Prices

Build Now
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MR. PARRISH'S GREAT SEA STORY

Voyage
J5he
of the Donna Isabel

Last

SUPERIOR

Manufacturers of Sash, iioors. Mouldings, etc.
DEALERS IS 1,1 MHKIl. 1,VI'll AM) SIHNfiliKS.
WHOLE SAIdS GLASS.
Dnder tin- Vtadttnt
Alhwuitrqne, N. M.
-
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16th National

h
1

Irrigation
Congress

First National
Bank

Is Published and on Sale
at All Bookstores Today
HpHE publishers believe this the most exciting

story Randall Parrish has yet written, and
that it will be his most popular one. They have
Issued a first edition of 30.000 copies.

CO.. Publisher- -

A. C. McCLURG
B

I

Albuquerque,N.M.

RirtMtdaon Po.
Reparation From His wife.
BMMMi

San Francisco. Sept. 13. Krakine
Itichnidson, secretary of the ltalslon
Iron Works, was found dead In his
rooms at the St. Xnvbr apartments at
III! Pacific avenue, last night The
hody lay on the bed. while on a chair
at Its side was a drained glass, which,
together with a can of cyanide or
on n near by window seat,
thai he had committed suicide. Two days before his wife, formerly (lladys Poet lay, of Santa Barbara. Cal., hod returned to the home
of her parents and a copy of n letter
written by her to her mother, which
w. 1 found In the apartments, Indicated
domestic Infelicity and a eepuratnm
Mr. 1(1 liar, Non. It Is said, was nlso despond, nl over the state of his health
and had contemplated abandoning
buslne sa

WILL I M l It I ST M V V V
Kvery person should know that good
health Is Impossible If the kidneys are
deranged Pntey Kidney Remedy ailt I
,111,
kidney and bladder disease In
UP and
even- form, ami will build
strengthen these Organs so they will
perform their functions properlv. No
danger of Mrlght's disease or diabetes If Foley's Kidney Hernedy Is taken In lime. J. 11. O'Hlelly Co.
.

United States Depository

Sep. 29 to Oct. lO
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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"For y ars
have I. en followed
.about the country rVh teeth es." Mr.
Mitchell said, commenting on Daven- port's knowledge Of his movements. "A
greater familiarity about 104 move- menta than have myself sliowa it was
acquired Inc this manner. 1 think Mr.
Van Cleave is responsible for It."
Onernlly to all questions, Mr.
Mitchell disclaimed any Intention to Interstate rpUnstrlal üx position nuil
violate th;- court's arder.
New Mexico Territorial Pair
Satnuol Cmpers, in his testimony,
.'barged Mr Van '('leave's course
nil nt
against him OS "an attempt to aaaaaa- r,
Ivuté my characti ." He said he did
not know the puhli cation of the stove
company's nam,- in the Fcbratlotiist
was in violation of in order which had
not then bei ome operative, Mr. Oomp- rs said that In keeping the name of
the company on the unfair 1st t was
Colli,, and see the prosperous
mole the Intention to kUppOrt the affilSanta Fe Southwestern where
comInjure
to
the
bodies
than
iated
ail the way from Colorado to
nopany. "The word, 'unfair.' Is a
California Water is kiliK.
tice of a difference between employer
and employe, The term, 'w, don't
The U. S. Government Is spendpatronize.' Is a statement of fact and
feaalonabv.
ing millions of dollars to get a
eman
does not affect the business of
permanent water supply for the
ployer,' explained the witness, when
seml-arl- d
WEATHER BUREAU HOLDS
lands.
ask al by counsel to dilTerinale beOUT PROMISE OF RAINS tween the two expressions as used in
It means millions of acres made
Hie executive
councils lepill't. Till'
tillable and lit for homeb.
hearing was adjourned until Thurada)
Washington, Sept. It, Tin- - weather morning at ten
n'clot'k to permit Mr.
A national event, worth crossing
bureau late this afternoon issued a Oompera to
take a train for Columbus.
a continent to sec.
Foreign dipp. Ota) forcean as follow s
Officials,
lomats,
Government
The first well defined disturbance Ohio.
noted Irrigation experta and Capif the preaenl leaaoh la approaching
Congregation il
Plantation Supper
tains of Industry will attend.
the north Pacific coast and a West InTueaday,
to S p. m. Pnce
dian storm W advancing toward our ihurch,
.'IKc.
by
Best
A great exposition of Southwest
southeastern coast This lombinatlon or. di est re. of everything. Music
farms, ranches, mines and indusgbtUldani
In
the
rains
produce
should
tries, Indians too and cowboys
drouth-strickedistricts of th north
F. S. Cavalry.
central states before the Close of the '
I
M1V
'
presen! week."
Very low roandtrip rates to Al
SAN FRANCISCO MAN
bwejgorqwu win i.c made for
this occasion',
SWALLOWS CYANIDE
suicide

Rio Grande Material and Lumber Co.
or. :iri mid Morqnette
Phone 8.
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The Way Up

From the Inundation to the shingles
we are selling building
material cheaper than you have
bought for many years. .Save
at least 25 per cent niif
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si
the Joins
run In tin eleventh Inning today, ihe
ll,,s f rom Coal ( amp Put 1'p First
Ronaevt It ktirnds Churiit,
locals winning. 2 to I.
I violation,
Ca-- s
lint l.o-- c
President
Bay,
gept
It.
oyst.i
It
S.ore
by
one
Run.
al
today
services
attended
SI Loui."10 Oca O.'O 1.1 2 11 0 Roosevelt
í Christ's episcopal phnrch aim listened
.100 000 00 tt 001
Dttrolt .
Special lÍKiiiti'h I II, ! Homing Journal.
Smith. i., a aermon by Dr. John F. Peters, rd
and
Batteries Waddell
Socorro, n M.. Sept. 13. Socorro
w
ho
N.
Voik.
church.
Matt'lew'a
St.
Sammerv and Thumus.
lefeali',1 the Carthage leant here this
occupied the pulpit of )r Washburn
II played
Theodore. Jr. and ill. rnoon in a fast and Wi
Mm. RnneeVoU,
Even Break al Chicago,
were
teams
of
The
ifttme
baseball.
nt.
presidí
Chicago, Sept. IS, Cleveland and Archie, iccompanled the
evenly htatChod and th,, contest was
today,
even
Cleveland
Chicago broke
Inlei esiing f ni the call of plav until
winning tin- first game. 3 to 2. and losMill, anil Sugar.
ml of the ninth Inning, as Is In- ing the second, 0 to
The crowd
The tllkman and the grocer
Heated by the close score of U to 4.
thronged th ibid and ground rules
walking on the strand.
The pitching of Zengerle for Carthage
vt erseary.
in
Lopez for
"i dearly lore the water!"
IVBS a feature of the game.
I! H. K.
First gsuni Ti. fornv r buckled. Ami
He
lOcorrO was also In fine shape.
0
2
6
000 020 000
Chlcag
The grocer with a nink averred
Pitched a brilliant game and WgJ well
6
102 000 OUO- -3
H. jut adored the sand'
Cleveland
supported. Six men were struck out
Batteries Smith
and
Sulluan:
New York Presa,
by Zengerte, while three Were struck
out hv the Socorro twlrler. Cook and
IRAwarHa ureea the catchers for Car-- i
rro, respectively, both
thOge and S
holding down their positions like pro
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STAND

in a rata-- 1
er MOW gam- - at Traction park vest er- day art. rnonn. It was the Drowns1
game from first to Inst, and the ( i rays
were outplayed nil around.
Hidalgo
.id not ,,it, i. his usual gam., vaster- 2
(iady. and the Hrownlc
connected
and with his curves with fatal results on

Di- -.
Denvet 3.
Moinc
Dei MolneK. Sept. 13. Des Moines
had littl" llfffcurft1 in winning front
Denvr toda br the score of 4 to 3.
R. It.
Score
7
I
4
MQ tn
Dca Stoinei
I). n
ni i noi ono 3 I 0
BatteiiH NeMon and Hackingar;
Adam- - ami .McDnnough.
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Rather Depressing Exhibition
at Traction Park Yesterday
Chicago's victorf and Pittsburg de-- city arid the PvMo comlilnatlon, wuj
Sunday
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to
out
Itti
of
Results in Victory for Foryeatefda) - crjed the DOMttWM of
joiinied t" ibis city. Pueblo got the!
penth-Clqba
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National
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.ii
mer Champions,
first game and tin- second wus called
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Attractive
to I s. RecfaumttloH
and Ormid
Canyon of Arizona.

Deposits

-

$2,500,000

-

x

Resolved that all orders for
supplies of any ana all kinds
and for all purposes be made out
on the regular requisition blank
of the Irrigation Congress pro- vlded for that purpose, and said
requisition must be signed by
chairman of the auditing com- mlttee, or In his absence by th,
acting chairman; that all bill
Incurred must be properly vouchered before payment and audited
at any meeting of the auditing
committee, by the chairman of
said committee, or In his absence
by the acting chairman.

For Sale
FARMS

Small and Large
RANCHES

$35 to $60
Per Acre
RIO GRANDE

VALLEY

W.

side-trip- s

THEATER

.

THURSDAY EVENING,

Il

IU)V
T. K.
A. T. & S. K. Kv.
Alliuiiiei'(iie. N. M.

SEPT. 24, 1908. .

Aik for irrlgntion Booxiet.

The Thrilling

Capital and Surplus, $250,000

Drama
'Ill V

A

JOURNAL

WANT

Al).

"DAMON
Harness We Make IN OUP
SHOP and Fully

and

GUARANTEE

PYTHIAS"

LAND CO.

S.

DOn'l
foruel (he Skating parly
Tueaday evening,
September 16th,
Prices aa usual. Everybody welcome.
OOme for sweet dtWltj sake.

o
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Secretary,

e

Chairman Audit. Com.
I?. A. MACPHER80N.
e

e
e

e

B. SPITZ.

e

e

HOPEWELL
halnnan.

R. E. TWITCHELL

J. BORRADILE
Corner lldrd and Gold.

e
a
a
e
e
e
e
e

e

Ur.OHQE AltNOT.

RESULTS!
RESULTS!
Journal Want Ads Get Results!

VEHICLES
OF
EVERY

Decripition
ALL
SADDLERY

will be presented by a strong
cast of local krtists, under the
direction of the eminent actor.
Mr. Lawrence MrCarty.

SUPPLIES

uur. races are as

Tickets, 50c and 75c at
MATSON'S
:

Low as the Lowest"
J. KORBER & CO. 2 14 N. 2nd St.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

REPUBLICANS

WILL

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO

OPEN CAMPAIGN IN

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

ARRIBA
SPEAKFEST PLANNED
24TH OF SEPTEMBER

FOR

Former Governor Otero, Secretary Jaffa and Others Will
Accompany the Candidate
on Northern Trip,

T1UKTY-ON-

E

MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,

'

(

iiu Meeting in old Town.
The old Albuquerque Republican
club held a rousing meeting ill the
county court house last night, receiving a number of new member and
hearing strong speei lies by a number
republicans,
of well known local
among them Geo. S. (Clock. Melquíades
(fell
Chaves, K. S. Stover.
Una,
Judge .lesus Romero and others.
I

of the A. T. & S. F. Railway

NKVY

MAIL AND

Tlie Sanin Fe Railway Company lias here the largest terminal yards on Its system front Chicago to California which with an elegant Harvey Eating Mouse, a commodious depot, mail and eapreea office; roundhouse
for ciglitecu stalls; tracks to accommodate 1.086 cars. The lota offered for sale adjoin the depot grounds and Harvey Eating House; streets graded, sidewalks laid out; shade tree is, etc
THE "IUCES OF LOTS ARE LOW; TERMS EASY,
CSH; BALANCE ON NOTE AND MORTGAGE FROM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT 8 PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PERFECT, WARRANTY DEEDS GIVEN
D

Special itltpulrh lu the MurniiiE Jmirniil.l
Sunt.i I'Y, N. M., Sept. 13. At u

conference ot the managers ,r the re.
publican territorial carapulgp luid at
the In adquartcrs here cstcrday and
last night. It wiis determined to ojien
the campaign In behalf of the Andrews
candidacy In FUo Arriba county on
Bépternber 24th with a strong list of
epcukcrs. From that date the campaign will he pushed vigorously, attention being given first to the north
and northwestern counties md turning toward the ten ral. southern and
eastern counties as the election draws
near. The officers of the central
committee, Governor Curry, Delegate
Andrews and Solomon
were
Luna
among the men who participated in
111"
conference here yesterday. It is
probable that triere will be a lull In
Die campaign during the
irrigation
congress when by common consent It
seems to be the desire of all citizens
of New Mexico to put politics and
political matter as much in the back
ground as possible in' order to give
entire attention to 'the isitors ami to
the resources of New Mexico.
But
Immediately after the exposition loses Ihln.'Ts wiH commence
to move
again.
At present it la expected that Former Governor (Hero, Secretary Nathan Jaffa and one or t'.vo others will
accompany the candidal, to Rio Arriba county and throughout
his triu
through that Bounty, Tans and San
Juan.
liUi'ituolo Rccóvel ing.
Reports received here Indicate that
Mr. Larrazolo. the democratic candidate for congress, is recovering rapidly from .the recent
trouble
throat
which sent him to Ojo (Tállente hot
springs for a rest and that hi' will resume his speaking campaign within
a few days.

Cut-O- ff

ALL FAST LIMITED, EXPRESS,
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL 60 OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

ONE-THIR-

I

Located on the Belen

MEXICO, ON THE MAIX UNE OF THE SANTA PE 8YSTEM LEADING EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY AND GALVESTON
TO SAN FRANCISCO AND OLD MEXICO.
WIDE AVENUES AND STREETS
THE BELEN TOWNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TOWNSITE-1,- 000
BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT.
Winery, the
! aU classes. Patent Roller Milla,
Helen, New Mexico, lies In the valley ol the Rio Grande. It ha flue shade trees and a beautiful lake, School Houses, Churches, a Commercial Club, Mercantile Store
acw Hotel Helen, with all modern improvements; restaurants.
Brick Yard, two Lumber Yards, etc, etc, etc.

BKLK.V IS

BIG

1908.

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES,
JOHN BECKER,

HEAR

Si

President.

the other gent

ntertained

n

n,

"Mr. Bryan said:
"I think I can
say positively that
will be the next
democratic nominee, and I believe I
will be elected. My position in history is secure. I intend to serve only
one term. If you support the democratic ticket you will naturally be the
nominee next time and If you support
the nominee this campaign.
will of
course support you next lanipaiKn."
"If this statement Is susceptlh'e of
any other construction than the one
put on it, then should apologize to
Mr. Bryan, and If it is not susceptible
of any other construction
then Mr.
Bryan shoull apologize to me."
1

APOLOGY

FROM

BRYAN

I

Editor Gives Substance of Conversation in Which Nebras-ka- n.
He Says, Asked His
ACTORS ARRESTED FOR
Support for Presidency,
BREACH

OF COPYRIGHT

iltj

Mornini-- Jotirnu! Softctal t mmi Vlr
Allanta, tin.. Sept. :(. William K
Hears! today save the Associated Press
u statement in reference to published
dental by William J. Bryan ol the
Statement made by Hearst in his
speech at the formal notification of
John Temple Graves, of the nomination for the vice presidency by the
iinh'i en Unce party. The statement

"Of course Mr. Bryan cannot deny
being at my house for Mr. ('hauler in
his statement made ainuavlt that he
liim there. Of course he cannot
deny that me nu t me at the linner
because Ir. Gardiner and Mr. Murphy
and Mark ('. Itoss were present at the
dinner at lr. Cox's house with Mr.

m'

s

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
politely

DEMANDS

OR OTHER INFORMATIONS

JÍ
San Fraud co. Sept, 13,
Stflj kwell. the veteran actor and Nor-vMacGregof were arrested late last
night on an Indictment returned by

the federal grind Jury last Friday,
charging Infringement ot the copyright held by Charles Swickard to I
play entitled, 'The Pires of St. John,"
which was produced
this city last
summer under the direction of Stock-weIt is alleged that
and MacOregor.
Swickard translated the piece from
the original Cernían. protecting Ills
translation by a copyright. MacC.rcgor
gave IK,000 bonds and Stock Well has
to
also furnished ball, according
United States Marshal Fliotl. who
served the papers.
111

ll

ing to begin installing their exhibits
this morning.
THE LOCAL FREIGHT The big addition to the Santa Fe
building will be started today, and will
be completed by the end of the week.
The Santa F's exhibit alone will be
tremendous, and the first building wag
HOUSE FILLEO
long ago found too small to accommodate halt of the material of which the
managers of the exhibit have been assured.
OVERFLOWING
From this time on the insinuation
of exhibits will proceed steadily, and
the management of the exposition is
doing everything in its power to in
sure that all exiiituts win De in place
EXHIBITS
ALL SORTS OF
before the opening day.
READY TO BE INSTALLED Committee to I'.nU'rtaln tin Ladles,
Chairman Hopewell, of the board of
list Of
control, yesterday appointed
representative Albuqueique women to
Chairman Hopewell Appoints; act as a special committee to arrange
entertainment Of
Committee of Ladies to Ar- -i for the reception andAlbuquerque
durthe ladies who visit
range for Ladies Day at the ing the exposition, It is the present
intention to hold one large reception
Commercial Club,
In the Commercial club during the ten
daya for the ladles. Whén every effort
will be made to make the visitor feel
The Albuquerque freight house ami at home. Tin- members 0 the comsheds are filled to overflowing with mittee have lien notified by letter,
committee to Accompany Governor,
exhibits for the exposition, and the acA special committee was named yestive business Of installing them will terday to accompany (lovernor Curry
begin this morning, the freight house on his visit to Oyster May. when he
people having passed out an ultimátum will present the Imitation
to the
to the effect that something must be president for the congress. Members
taken out before VanVth ins else can bel of this committee are Y. 11. H.
put In. The exhibits cover a wide.
David J, Leahy, Solomon Uina,
range, including
aoout everything B, A. Mann. Oeorge Arnot, Frank A.
from automobiles to shoe strings riubheU,
There are hay rakes and pumping
Several metnhi r !' ibis committee
plants, patent medicines and lead pen- expect to accompany the governor to
d
cils, sheep dipping machines and
Oyster Bay
fruit; in fact a conglomerate mass
of material that If volume counts, is
YOUNG
alode sufficient 0 about fill all the MANIAC MURDERS
available buildings on the exposition
ORGANIST IN CHURCH
grounds The exhibitor, too, are bebeing
several
ginning to arrive, there
NeWton, Kas.. Sept. IS, Mrs. Willie
lot the machinery men in town wait

10

Bullingcr, nineteen years old was stabbed to death by I, on Balder, aged 21.
this morning w hile seated at the organ
playing the closing hymn at Sunday
school. Balder leaped suddenly across
several benches with his pocket kuifr
and stabbed her once in the back and
twice in the breast. She died almost
instantly. Balder I now In the Newton Jail. Recently be was discharged
from the insane asylum as cured.
Balder said he killed the girl because

1

i

Secretary,

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

H. L. HUST
Rooms

Physician and Surgeon
and . N. T. Aniiiio
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.

build-

DENTISTS.
DR. J. K. KRAFT
Rooms
744.

she was a witch.

Dental Surgeon.
t, Barnett building. Phona
Appointments made by mall.
"

BERLIN. D. D. S.
Dentist.
Oldest established Office In the city.
Office In Cromwell Block. Corner
Second and Gold avenue.
Albuquerque, N. M.
L. H.. CHAM

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

ATTOKNEYS.

JOHN W. WILSON
CHAS. A. ELLER
Attorney at Law
Dentist.
Collections Made. New State National
Room 14 N. T. Armljo Bldg,
M.
Bldg.,
Albuquerque,
N.
Bank
Phones 869 and 1023. Albuquerqf,
New .Mexico.

R. W. D. BRYAN
Office In

Engagements Made by Mall.

Attorney at Iaw
First National Bank building
Albuquerque, N. M.

C. E.

Office:

DR. BAKES--

Practice limitad to discuses of the eye.
p. in.
I'J a. in,,
Hours:
Boom I, Barnett Bldg.
DRS. SHADRACH

ASSAYKRS.

JENK3

W.

ft TOLL

Assayer.

Practice Limiten
Eye. Ear. Nose and Throat
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe Coasi
Lines. Office State National Bank
Building. Hours: 9 to 12 a. m.; 1:30
to 5 p. m.

Mining and Metallurgical Engineer.
60S West Fruit avenue. Postoffice Bog
173, or at office of F. H. Kent.
113 South Third street
CIVII, ENGINEERS.

HOMEOPATHS.
DRS. BRON80N

KELSET

Dentist
Whiting Bldg.. over Vnnn't
Drug Store. Albuquernuc, N. M.

PHYSICIANS AND 8UKGFONS.

can-tie-

Yellow
Vcr in Yucatan.
Dr.
"I WOUld ii"t have mentioned
Mexico City. Sept. ::. tteports in m
Cox's name hut Mr. Bryan has seen the oitv if Mcrida. capital of Yucatan,
lit to do so.
Therefore the whole declare that two authenticated er-- p
f yellow fever have been
reported
troth might as Well come out.
",fter the dinner. Mr. Bryan drew there and that four suspected calCI arc
me aside In the hall, while tpr. Cox under observation

Bryao.

BERGER,

M.

PITT ROSS
Count Surveyor.
Attorney before V. 8. lJind Depsrt-mcn- t.
Lund Scrip for sale. Chil
engineering. Gold avenue, opposite
Morning Journal office,

BRONSON

Homeopathic
Physicians and SurgeonR.
Over Vault's Drug Store. Phones: O
flee 628: eesldence, 1059. Albuquer
que, N. M.

9&

of th(

r avorea Modes for

Fall 908
1

BBPTBMB1IR the 17th. cms. the Curtain will be
the Opening Showing of the New Fall

THURSDAY',

drawn

on

Millinery
'MB FHOOK8 and frills that Dame Fashion dictates as correct
The charm of newness
for feminine wear and adornment,
is evident on every side, and we maintain our recognized leadership by surpassing every previous effoet. The results of on:
in this exposition of Herohanoisr
efi'oi is have culminated
gathered from all over the world, excelling lu numbers, character
(A great part of this assemmid Individuality any former event.
bly is original and exclusive with us.)

Initial Exhibit of Fall

1

The

908 Millinery

Kxqulsite Fancies in Artistic Millinery. Reflecting the Dominating
Ideas of the Leading Artists of Europe and America.
Individual Models ill Continues anil Wrap-- .
Individual Tailor Made Soils and Skirls,
(effective HhwHttg
f New Fail Waists,
Design- - lo I ill's Of Rveri Description,
l.alc-- l
car
Silk anil Une Waist for I Veiling ami street
silk- - ami Dress Goods of Bvcrj Known Weave.
IsttCMi Novelties in Dies. Trimming-- .
The i, at, -- i iu Neckwear and Veiling.

I

Economist
Opening

X

Thursday
September 17
from 2:30 to

j
X

5:30 and

from 7
to 9
o'clock, afternoon, and from seven to nine o'clock in
to
SEPTEMBER the 17th, from
we invite the ladies of Albuquerque to our opening and to view the NEW DIRECT0IRE SHEATH GOWN.
These will be displayed on a living model, modified to some extent but with the same graceful lines and fetching
curves of the original, The Directoire Gown has found its way to America, Its reception has been cordial and gracious,
While the style itself can hardly be expected to gain much progress in conservative America, yet the novelty and originalTHE ECONOMIST.
ity of it make it worth seeing and observing,

i

five-thii- ty

two-thir- ty

THURSDAY,

.

i

.

.

.

Music by the Gav- -

anaugh Orchestra
s

.

,

.

t

,

.

.

i

i
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X
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

4

SKINNERS

TAFT

GROCERY

15

10

HEIR

ROOSEVELT

DID YOU EVER USE

"CACTUS"
(Continued

f

mi Pace l, Column

--

)

great urmy of rullroad men. A fair
working arrangement must be devised
according to UM needs of the several
ases, h. that profits, waned and rat-- s
If not try one pound
shall eaeh he reasonable with rcf
and you will never
to the other two and In wages
I include the properly large amounts
use any other
which should always lie oaid to those
kind.
whose masterful ability Is required for
of great enlie
successful
30c a pound.
terprises. Combination! which favor
such an equitable arrangement should
FRESH EVERY OTHER
themselves be favored and not forbid
DAY.
lien by law; altho they should
be
strictly supervised by the government
thru the Interstate Commerce Commission, which should have the power
j
Of passing summarily upon not only
the question of the reduction but the
I! raising of ates.
;!
This railroad problem is Itself one
of ti. libases of one of the greatest
205 S. FIRST SREET
and most intricate problems of our
civilization; for Its proper solution
We need not merely honesty and courage, but judgment, good sense, and
Demagogy in
mire fairmindeilness.
ucti a matter is as oertaln to work
evil as corruption Itself
If you have not tried
The man
who prOm loOi to raise the wages ot
railroad employes to the highest point
and at the same ÜTÜH reduce rates to
the lowest point is promising what he
nor anyone else can perform; and if
be effort to perform it were attemptyou should order a
ed disaster would result to both shipper and
and ruin to the
sample at once.
business interests of the country. The
man to trust In such a matter at this
is the man who, like Judge Taft. does
not promlM lOO much, but who could
OUT OF TOWN ORDERS
not be swayed from the path of duty
PROMPTLY FILLED.
by any argument, by any consideration; who will wage relentless war on
among railthe successful wrong-doe- r
The
Dairy road men as among ill other
men:
.vhn will do all that can b done to
510 North 3rd strert.
secure legitimately low rates to ship- Office Mom rat. Kama
is and absoluto evenness among
Plmne J 07.
the rates thus secured; nut who will
neither promise nor attempt to scare rates So low that the uage-workwould lose his earnings and the
gjsj
shoreholder. whose money built the
road, his profits. He will not favor
I ruinous experiment like government
ownership Of railways: In will stand
igaiust any kind of confiscation of
honestly Acquired property; but he
Will work effectively .or the most efficient type Of government supervision
and control of railways, so as to senile Just and fair treatment of the
people as a whole.
What is here Sals' H to his attitude
on the railway question applies to the
bolo question of the trusts. He will
promise nothing on this subject un-I- t
ss he firmly believes he can make
in promise good.
Ho win go into no
chimerical movement to destroy nil
gnat business combinations; for this
.un only be done by destroying all
modern business; but he win in practical fashion do everything possible
to secure such efficient control, on
behalf of the people as a whole, ovei
ihese great combinations as will deprive them of the power to wink evil.
Mr. Tuft's decision in the Addystonc
I'lpe Une ase while on the bench Is
proof, by deeds not by words, of the
wisdom with which
he
serves the Interests of tin- whole people even when those of the moHt powerful corporations are hostile thereto.
If there is one body of men more
than another whose support 1 feel
I
have a right to challenge on behalf of Secretory Taft It Is the body
of
of the country. A
tancher friend! a fairer and truer
representative, they cannot find wkhln
MH W. Central
HMM tM
the borders of the United (States. HO
will do vcrythlng in his power for
In in except to do that
which is
wrong: he will do wrong for no man
and therefore can lie lrustoi by all
men
During the ten years of my intimate acquaintance with him, since I
have myself as governor and president, been obliged to ileal practically
with labor problems, he has been one
of the men ujhui whose judgment
and aid I could always rely in doing
everything possible for the cause of
of the man
who
the
Works with his hands, or with both
bam. - and head.
Mr. Taft has been attacked because
of the Injunctions he delivered while
have pmn unpacked a fine
I am content to rest
mi the bench.
Um of
his cane on these very Injunctions; I
maintain that they show why all our
people should be grateful to him and
should feel it safe to entrust their
dearest Interests to him. Most assuredly he never has yielded ami never
will yield to threat or pressure of
tnv sort, as little If It comes from labor us If It comes from capital; he
illre-- l
from Hie MMMfMMsMfgi
will no more tolerate the viólem e of
III hi I Y's i IMH ol, VI i s arc
a mob than tin corruption and op.
I
III
U
Hill' H
Ixltlt Iflll
pression and arrogance of a corporation or of h wealthy man.
ami cost cry III I
lie will
not OOtMeal to limit the power of the
good.
more Hi in in'1
courts to put a stop to wrongdoing
m
TRI
wlo rever found.
This wry
fact
should make the labor people feel a
onflileiice In him.
pei .ii ir
lie has
Incurred the bitter hostility of foolish
and bigoted reactionaries by his frank
criticism of the abuse of the power of
Injunction in labor disputes, and he
is pledged to do all he can lo put a
stop lo the abuses In the exercise of
the power of injunction
lie will
514 West Central Ave.
never promise anything that he will
not do all in his power to perform.
Phone 72.
II" can always be trusted to do a little
better than his word, and the fact
that before election lit will not promise the ImpoMlhle is In Itself a guarE. FOLDS
anty that after election (all that Is
w II be done.
Real Estate, Renting, Insur- possible
Ills record as a Judge makes the
whole country his debtor. In- - actions
ance and Loans.
and decisions are part of the great
209 W. Gold Ave.
traditions of the bench. They guarantee and set forth in striking fashPhone 600
ion the rights of tie- general public
as against the selfish Interests of any
class, whether of capitalist or of laTHE MINNEAPOLIS
borers. They set forth and stand by
M2 MM Til KWXJM) HTKKKT.
to or
the rights of the
Will be reopened for business on the ganise and to strike, as unequivocally
first Af September by Mr. L. C. Htrw-ar- t. as they set forth and stand by the
The pbu-- luu, bwn newly repair- doctrine that no conduct will be toled and newly turn lulled, a few room erated
that would so ii destruction to
Give us
for light housekeeping.
the nation as s whole. As for the at
call. Hatos reosonabie.
'I

BUTTER

J. A. Skinner
GROCERIES

--

i

Our Delicious
Ice Cream

i

Matthew

-r

Fresh

Milker

Herring

Mackerel

In Kits

Fancy

Sardines

IN.

Linville

wage-worke-

Maloy's

wage-worke-

r,

Headley's Baltimore

CHOCOLATES
M

hu

A. J.

Maloy

L

wage-worke-

e

PEOPLE WAKE UP

rs

E. MAHAR AM,

5 1 6 W. Central

14, 1908.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Such price were never offered before on such merchandise. Kvery-tliin- g
I spent tlilrty days in New York marnew. seasonable,
ket -- electing styles and novelties and can gsjgfM
" (lult an) thing you
nay get vvill be of the latest and most approved styles. 1 'rices within the
reach of everyone. Being located away from the main business center, I
am empelled to make prices draw trade.
l
offer for this week. leadles' French heel Oxfords, the kind that
eoaU :t.no. si.oo. sr.. on Mr $1.4. Ladies' Short Vamp high shoes, the kind
that makes your root look small, at $2.75. The new Silk Rubber Coat
used for aiiiomobillng, street wear and traveling. It is water and dust
proof. Entirely new, worth $25.00. for $11.50. Tlic celebrated David Mark's
A sons ( lo lling, the New Full Styles. Men s Suits worth $28.00 at $18.75.
A line assortment of Boy's Suits, worth $3.00, $1.00 and $5.00, they will
. ,
all go at $1.08.

1

JiLMrVf

SK-cla-

POLICIES

i

MORNING JOURNAL, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

High graoe men to fill ofWANTED
fice, mercantile and technical positions In the southwest Southwestern
Business Association, 201 E. Central
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Phone

tf

257

VaNTEI

Ave.

Errand

boys at the Econ- -

omist.
MEN LEARN

J
Personal Property Loant

Money to Loan

ON FURNITURE. PIANOS, ORGANS,

BARBER TRADE; Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
short time required; graduates earn also on Salaries and Warehouse Re- twelve to thirty dollars week. Moler Aolnla a a 1..t oa tin ftA flTlH AS hich ÍLS
tack upon his injunctions in labor disI
(i rn a'a
...Ubln , rt t nit
Barber College. Los Angeles, Cal.
putes, made while he was on the bench
month to
strictly
private.
Time:
Apply
I ask that llie injunctions
A cook.
at the one year given. Ooods One
WANTED
be carefully
to remain In
University.
examined. I ask that every responsiyour possession. Our rates are reable and fairmlnded labor leader, every
HELP WANTED If you want a sonable. Call and see us before borresponsible and fairmlnded member of
Steamship tickets to and
good position of any kind leave rowing.
a labor organization, read those Invnur name at my office. I have calls from all parts of the world.
junctions for himself. If he will do so,
every day. L. E. Folds. 209 W. Gold. THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN COMPANY
Rooms 3 and I, Grant Bldg.
Instead of condemning them he will
WAls'TliTj-Farmust be
hand;
PRIVATE OFFICES
heartily approve of them and will rec211 North Twelfth.
sober.
OPEN EVENINGS
ognize this further astonishing fact
A man who has had some 36SH West Central Avaane
WANTED
ON
that the principles which are laid
experience In confectionary busidown by Judge Taft in these very InWill pay fancy price for good
ness.
STORAGE.
junctions, which laboring people are
man. Address A. L. L. Journal.
asked to condemn, are themselves the
-- Pianos, nousehold goods,
WANTED
Experienced man for milk
WANTED
very principles which are now embodetc., eiored and packed safely at
wagon.
Apply Hezetnek's Dairy, reasonable rates. Phone 640. The
ied in the laws or practices of every i Second Letter Goes from Con
tf Security Warehouse A Improvement
responsible labor organization.
No
gress Headquarters Asking North Fourth.
Co. Offices. Rooms S and 4. Grant
responsible organization would now
; Block,
Third Ureet and Central Ave.
ElrAIITED--rema- Ie.
hesitate to condemn the abuses against
That Displays Be Set Up as
which Judge Taft's injunctions were
housif-work.
WANTED
Ctrl for general'
Quickly as Possible.
I
which he
aimed. The principles
Apply Mrs. J. F. Fleischer,
therein so wisely and fearlessly laid
Tijeras
519
tf
West
down serve as a charter of liberty for
TRY
it is tiic determination of the Board APPRENTICE WANTED For mT-liner-y
empoycrs, for
all of us,
department at Uto Econothe general public; for they rest on of Control of the irrigation congress
TO MAKE IT
the principle! of fair dealing for all, and exposition, that if persuasion and mist.
of even handed Justice for all. They prodding can do it, every exhibit will SALESWOMAN
WANTED At the
mark the judge who rendered them be in dace when the congress opens
CASH
Economist.
as standing for the rights of the whole in September 29. It has been neces- WANTED A good kitchen girl
people! as far as daylight is from sary repeatedly to increase the space
ON
222 West Silver.
darkness, so far is such a Judge from during the past three weeks.
Addistenographer
for
lady
A
WANTED
the time server, the truckler to the tional buildings have In en put up. The
THESE SMALL
insurance office. Salary $30.00 to
mob, or the cringing tool of great, latest addition has beep to the Santa
corrupt and corrupting corporations, Fe building, the size of whieh has start. Splendid opportunity for adown handwritiADS.
Judge Taft on the bench as since, in been practically doubled,
everything vancement. Apply in
the Philippines, in Panama, In Cuba, Is now ready for the exhibitors and ng, giving age and previous experience. If any. Address Box 382.
in the war department showed himthe following letter sent from head"
self to be a wise, a fearless, and an quarters Saturday evening is the final WANTED A good woman for kitchen work, washing dishes and helpupright servant of the whole people, request that they get busy:
whose services to the whole people
Miscellaneous.
FOR SALE
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 12. luos. ing cook. Good wages to the right
party.
Hotel Belén, Helen, N. M.
were beyond all price. Moreover, let Dear Sir:
kinds of House hold
all good citizens rememner that he
Farm hand: steady place FOIt SALE All
We cannot Impress on you too WANTED
furniture. Futrelle Furniture Co.,
rendered these services, not when it strongly the necessity for getting your
for the right man. 211 N. Twelfth west end of viaduct.
tf
Was easy to do SO, but WTlell lawless exhibit! here in time to have them street.
FOB SALE A brand new protecto-grnp- h
violence was threatened, when malice, placed In the bulHIngs at the exposi- W A N T ED G irl for general houseof the kind recently repredomestic and civil disturbance threat- tion grounds, so that everything will
Half day only. Call 112 S. sented here in the city. Taken from
work.
ened the whole fabric of our governtf the agent in exchange for services,
be in its place and ali arrangements Sth st.. or phone No. 1025.
ment ami of civilization ;his actions and fixings completed, so that on the VÑñ'El:Competent gire for gen-er- with the intention of selling it. Will
highest
only
not
of
showed
kind
the
be old much under price. Call at
opening day everything vvill he In
housework at once. Apply 724 the Journal office.
moral courage but of physical cour- shape.
W. Copper ave.. Miss N. P. Arnold.
age as well, for his life was freely and
FOR SALE Ten head of first class
The buildings and grounds are
violently threatened.
Missouri and Kentucky mules. Can
you to go ahead with the
ready
all
for
men,
Let all
be seen for the next ten days at HunJVANTED
work of placing the exhibits and we
and capitalistl alike, consider Sincerely trust you will take up the atSy'vTsíTÍ'
ters Wagon Yard, 200 N. Broadway.
yet another fact.
In one of his dedrawimusic,
possible.
work just as quickly as
FOR SALE Span or large mules. F.
vate family. English,
cisions upon (he bench Judge Taft
II. Kent, 112 South Third street.
we will not only ng, painting, elocution, etc. Salary
are
that
Indications
upheld in the strongest fashion, and
very large crowds during th( reasonable. No objection to a ranch. FOR SALI'j Tent, new, 12x14, $10,
have
for the first time gave full vitality to, congress and exposition, but that thl
large cook stove, $.r., and good lot
Excellent references on request Adthe principie of the employers' liabili- occasion vvill be very successful.
dress Miss Grace LeMfn, Tullarosa, cheap. Call 718 East Silver
ty for Injuries done workmen. This
Yours Very Truly,
N. M.
tf FOR SALE One riding and one
was before any national law on the
W B, HOPEWELL,
driving horse. E. W. Fee, 602 S.
beam-stresubject was enacted. Judge Taft's
lady,
good
Young
WANTED
Chairman
sense of right, his indignation against
desires plain sewing by the First.
FOR SALE Complete outfit of taday. Address Seamstress. Journal.
oppression in any form, against any
bles, chairs, counters, dishes, cookattitude that is not fair and just,
ing utensils, etc., of Navajo hotel.
drove him to take a position which BADLY
BY
INJURED
WANTEC
American Lumber Co.
was violently condemned by eaort- WANTED- - -- Mac
each town for the FOB SALE A good range, and the
JghtM capitalists and employers of
best Health and Accident Insurance
labor, which was so far In advance of
complete furnishings of a small
company operating in this territory. house, ali or part, a snap for cash,
the lime that it wa not generally upGood commission, references required. must be sold at once. Call at 412 E.
held by the state courts, but which we
s20 Grand ave.
P. O. Hox 274. Roswell, N. M.
tf
are now embodying in the law of the
Ñ
land. Judge Taft was a leader, a
AGENTS WANTED1 Wanted an exSECOND Ti A
OF
pioneer, while on the bench, in the ef
perienced man or woman in AlbuSEWINO MACHINES in good refort to get Justice for the
ir
In Nick of querque and one In. each county to pair, for sale at Hewitt's General
Comes
Assistance
of his
In Jealous championship
sell ostrich plumes, Mexican drawn
Shop. 21fi West Gold uve.
tights; and all upright and farsighted
Time to Save San Marcial work, waisls. etc., at
retail prices, FOR SALE Span" three year-ol- d
laboring men should hold It to his
still make large profits. Largest dimules broke -- 1031 Fort ester Ave.
Is
Knocked rect Importen in the u. s. selling
Woman Who
credit that at the same time lie fearSALE Gentle pony, learn, harFOR
lessly stood against the abuses of la- through agents. Write today for exDown by Brute,
'02 South
ness
and buggy cheap.
hin low nu In. fi.'i t'li.uulv vtojiit ie.iMe-clusive agen, y. 11. Goldberg & Sons
High.
if elected. hvi
the abuses of capital.
Omaha. Nebraska.
FOR SALE Young Jersey cow at
lias shown by his deeds that he vvifl KfHwlul riirrMMniirni'e .Moriitnir Journal. I
514 South High St.
be president of no class, but or the
San Marcial. N. M Sept. 12. Mrs.
WANTED
Boarders.
people as a whole; he can lie trusted Rachael BllVa, an aged MextcaA womFOB SALE One roll top desk good
to stand stonily against the two real an, was badly Injured by a Jersey SANITORHJM, Rosedale Place, locatus new. 205 North Second.
ed on Lockhart ranch, near Indian
enemies of our democracy against hull belonging tb w. w. Jones, the
high class;
SALE Camera;
FOR
management
gradschool.
of
Under
the man who pleases one CktM would dairy man, here day before y ester-da- uate nurses. Rates reasonable. MissP. O. Box 862,
KxlO outfit (heap.
undermine the whole foundation ot
She attempted to drive It out es Moorman and Bartlett, phona 1175. El Paao, Tcxi'.s.
,
orderly liberty, and against the man of her yard when the animal rushed
for
parlor
cream
WANTED
Boardors.
Good
BALEboard
and
FOR
he
In
of
class
who
upon her, knocked her down ami
another
the Interest
room. Very re.isonablo. 113 North
;ale; also good gent's furnishing
would secure business prosperity by would undoubted!1 have killed her
PorterAetd bo., 216 w.
Sixth
street.
s3
business.
sacrificing every right of the working had she not been rescued by a neighWill take two gentlemen to Gold.
people.
bor just in the nick of time. She was BOARD
board and room; private family1. FOB SALE One Wilton rug. !x''J;
I have striven as president to chambadly bruised about the neck
and
i phonograph
KM West Marquette.
ami 40 recordé. Call
pion In every proper way the interests shoulders and will be confined
WlRJT CLASS Table board or hoard at 419 S. High, lower Oat
regard the her bed for several davs.
for
of the
nd
driving
and room:
wagaworker, excepting the farmer, the ' A dance was given at the city opera
electric light; hath; FOB HAL- E- Good riding-utiller of the soil, as the man whose Ionise last nlghl by Mensura, Rían, rates leasotiable. (OS S. Walter.
home. 1012 Forrester Ave.
Is moat
essential to the Price and Elms.
twenty
About
Foil SALE Second hand buggy and
healthy growth of this great nation couples were present and a good time
harness. W. H. MeMtllion, 211 West
WANTED.
I would for no consldefatlou
udvis'' lasting until two o'clock was enoyed
Gold.
In
New
Mexico
WANTED
land
I
tracts
to do what thought by all. Messrs. Hroyles and Nattreai
the
of 100 to 50,00(1 acres. State cpuiity FOB SALE Tent house; Sew lly. 615
auk
his furnished the music.
was against his Interest.
,
si 5
Bast Central.
price per acre. Address NT H
and
support for Mr. Taft exactly as I a.sk
The H. O. L. club was very pleas- care Morning Journal, Albuquerque,
every
farsighted
support
h
from
sui
antly entertlned by Miss Lulu Nlohloe, N. M.
and right thinking American citizen; Thursday night. High live was the or- STUDIO WANTED By a
JVA NTED M iscellanequs
first cías
because I lielieve with all my heart der of the evening and a good time
piano teacher.
It WANTED Plpec to repair. Joe Rlch-srd- s'
Would
prefer
that nowhere within tin borders of was reporte, by nil.
tf
Within easy tocan to business secCigar 8ore.
lit great country can there he found
Mrs. Dc Hart, accompanied by her tion. Would like to give music
young chicken, two
WANTED-200
vigilantly
as
will
man
who
another
daughter, Nellie and niece Amy Chap-llfor use of room and piano. Adto four months old, also hens, one
and efficiently as Mr. Taft support the
left this morning for a week's dress Journal
C.
year old. Advise kind, age and price.
rUhts of the working man as he will visit In AlbiMpiorque.
Will Shllllngham, East Las Vegas,
the rights of every man who in good
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Grandjaan are
New Mexico.
duty as an in town for a few days' visit with
PERSONAL
faith strives to do his
Ameriran citizen He will protect the their brother. Brail Grand jean.
DR. NACAM1LI Has recently re- WANTED Phaeton and gentle horse
just rights of both rich and poor, and
will pay for keep at good livery
Miss Zelma i.eaveft at Ft. Madi-00- ,
turned from Europe, and may be
he will war relentlessly against
Iowa, is visiting her sister, Mrs. found nt his office in the N. T. for use during September and October
and injustice whether exer- Lawrence Hroyles.
Address J. L C. care Journal.
Armijo Building.
cised on behalf of property or of labor
McBpaddeh
Highest
Mr
from La Mean,
WANTED O u n n y sacks.
(In the hem h Judge Taft showed Texas, Is visiting his brother. Terry.
price paid. Albuquerque Milling
great
a
the qualitiis which made
Co., S. Second st.
judge; wisdom and moral eouiage.
Real
in
Passed Examination Successfully.
WANTED A delivery horse, weighThey are also the two qualities which
James Donohue, New Britain Conn.,
ing 1 (100 pounds or more. Trotter
make a great president.
writes: "I tried several kidney reme5 room modern, frame cot326&0
& Huwklns.
tf
Sincerely Youry.
s
dies, and was treated by our best
tage, stationary washtubs, sleepROOSEVELT,
THEODORE
for diabetes, but did not Iming porch; North Walter street.
MISCELLANEOUS
prove until took Foley's Kidney Rem$2350 6 room,
modern brick,
edy. After the second bottle
showed
By a practical
ENGLISH PEERS GUARD
large rooms, Fourth ward.
STOVE REPAIRING
Improvement, and five bottles cured
fotindryman. Drop a postal and I
$1100 5 room frame, on street
ROMAN PRELATES me completely. I have since passed a
car line; easy terms.
will call. James Stewart, 1015 South
rigid examination for life insurance."
Edith.
cottage,
room
$J600
frame
Foley's Kidney llemedy cures backnicely finished, and two room
(.
:iiloi:cd mini I'agc ' Column I.)
OET YOUR REPAIRING of Sewing
ache and all forms of kidney and bladdohe, cement finish; St ft lot,' . Machines, Bicycles. Locks, etc., done
O'Blelly
II.
Co
by
J.
Sold
trouble.
der
S.
Broadway.
cases,
editorials take the line, in most
at Hewitt's General Repair Shop, 216
$3000 5 room brick cottage, modof careful avoidance of anything ral
West Gold ave. Needles and parts
ern,
nice;
extra
In.
.dose
BoriaMM
Congress Electa President.
CUlated to tan thn flame of religions
furnished for all machines'.
$2300
frame with bath;
Nuremberg, Sept. 13. At the socialcontroversy, and they consider "all's
good outbuildings; lot 75 by
IAIB WOBK Am again prepared
congress
re
lu
ist
todap
opened
which
attempts
No
that ends well."
142; lawn, 16; shade trees; 4th
to do all kinds of hair work. Out
Singer,
of
Hcrr
member
the
socialist
caphave been mad' to make political
ward.
of town orders solicited. Mrs. II. E.
$2500 New 4 room frame cotital out of the Incident, beyond ex- the relchstag, was elected president.
Rutherford, 517 So. Broadway.
tage, modern, beautifully finpressions of regret In making the govished, concrete foundation, celAttend Hie I,. II. B .V A. oknllug
ernment', view known. Several palar, good outbulldlngi; Highlands
y next Tile-da- y
evening. Pi let I to
LOST
in rs frankly call for the repeal of the parl
$2100 New 4 room brick cottage,
h("--t
best
lady
the
to
the
couple
and
Irou-bll
obsolete laws which caused the
charm,
Elks'
LOST
Initials J. I). D.
modern;
on
ward,
fourth
oar
r
and strongly deprecate the fanat- and gentleman
line.
Return 10 Journal and receive
ical attitude of the Protestant society.
room frame cottage, bath
$2000
windmill, near shops and car
strongly deThe Dally Telegraph
L( i.ST String of beads and cross, beline.
nounces the weakness of the governtween South Arno and the Immacument, and Its Irresolution and fts
MERCHANTS
CAEE
Conception church.
Return to
late
to the clamor of u few exKOf, South Arno and receive reward.
FOR Ol l K HBRVICK
tremists.
KAL CSTATR, INStlUANca, lUaUT
REASON ABLE l'KlifKH
organs
Some of the government
BO MM. UIANS. ,
OPEN BAV and NIGHT; NOON
greatly regret that the premier yielded
Journal Want Ads Get Results
mid
DINNERS
EVENING
to fanatics instead of boldly declining
XH S. Second.
Phone
174.
II
Try a Morning Journal Want!
to interfere.
OPPOSITE POSTO PFICE

1

EXHIBITORS BE

II

l4H4l ttt;

wage-worker- s,

al

wage-worke-

ss

1011

Bill

1

wage-worke-

r.

Be-pa-

--

1

FOR RENT

Rooms.

FOR RENT a nice room wltñ mod-- ,
ern conveniences. Inquire 618 W.
tf
Silver, or phone 1136.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms at
115 West Hunlng avenue.
tf.
TWO FINE ROOMS for rent; modern. 608 W.. Silver, Phone 1136.
FOR RENT Two nice large rooms
221 South
for light housekeeping.
tf
Edith street. Phone 1539.
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms
s20
at 724 South Second street.
FOR RENT The most sanitary and
rooms at the Rio Grandi
s2;
519 West Central.
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping. 404 North Second.
FOR RENT Front room furnished
outside entrance, bath and electric,
lights. Call 410 S. 7th St., or phone
1 4 40.
No health seekers.
tf
FOR RENT Furnished rooms modern for men of employment. 320 S
Edith St.
FOR BENT Three furnished rooms
at 412 South Broadway. Call 417
South Arno.
tf
rooms for
FOB RENT Furnished
housekeeping; 524 W. Central. Call
at rear.
FOR RENT Two handsome rooms
with use of bath. Call at 126 N.
Arno St. between 8 and 6 o'clock.
FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms
very desirable for light housekeeping, modern. 508 South Fifth.
tf
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
light, housekeepingno health seekers. 722 W. Tijeras Ave.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, lodging or light housekeeping;
one
block from Robinson Park; modern.
71 s Kent Ave.
FURNISH KD ROOMS FOR RENT
Cosy suites of bedrooms or single
bedrooms, with or without meals.
1.1 4 North First.
Upstairs. Gerónte

imo.

o5

Rea! Estate.

FOR SALE

three room House In
the Highlands for $800.00, this
house in good location and is a bargain if taken at once.
A five room cement block' house with
bath In good location, $2,500.
Wise & Son Real Estate and Rental
Agents. 201 East Central Ave.
FOR SALE Two cottages, corner of
Third and Mountain Road. $2,000.
FOR SALE Fine lot on the northwest corner Arno and Silver; also
other lots in Highlands, Mrs. B. S.
Rodey, 802 Kent Ave.
FOR SALE A prosperous
business
well located in the city of Albuquerque; four or five thousand dollars, will be necessary for the purchase. Reasons for selling will be
made satisfactory.
Address S. L.
Morning Journal.
WOULDHiOÜ GÍVE $100 TODAY
FOR $1,000 A YEAR FROM NOW?
It we permitted you to pay a little
down and a little monthly, would you
do It, In one of the best guaranteed
real estate 8 per cent dividend Investments? Only a few hundred dollars
needed to give you a comfortable Income. Best of bank reference. WRITE
TODAY:
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
REALTY ASSOCIATES, Weils Fargo
Bldg., Tortlnnd, Oregon.
FOR SALE Modern five room cement stone house with cement
walks, large porches front and back,
big cellar, electric wires, gas', etc.
11,000 down.
523 S. High St.
FOB SALI-New 5 -- room house with
bath room, corner lot, a snap at
$1.60(1.00.
PorterHeld Co., 216 W.
SALES

A nice

:

Gold.

y,

FOR RENT

Dwellings.

-

-

1

wage-worke-

well-bein-

r;

I

g

wage-work-

1

ok-so-

n,

Bargains

Estate

phy-shan-

FOB RENT- - 2, S, 4 and 6room
houses, furnished
or unfurnished
W. V. Futrelle. 5(10 S. Seerond.
tf
FOB BENT Five and sevon room
modern cottages, close In. Paul
Teutsch. 3 and 4, Grand Building, tf
FÍÍR RENT 4 room furnished Yot-tagTelephone,
Leckhart ranch.
712, or call or address Leckhart
ranch.
FOR RENT A
brick house,
In317 South Arno.
furnished.
quire within.
(If)
FOB RENT Modern
brick
house, nicely furnished.
Inquire
(SI North High.
FOR RENT Two room cottage furnished for light housekeeping. 320
South Edith.
FOB BENT Modern houses, 4, 5 and
6 rooms; close In; $16.00 to $25.00.
W. H. Mc.Mlllion, Real Estate Broker.
e,

nve-roo-

Jll

m

West Gold.

FOB BENT First class modern
furnished apartment, $20;
furnished house, $35. Lloyd
Kunaaker, 205 w. Gold.
FOB BENT Good
tent house
Lloyd
furnished or unfurnished.
Hunsaker. 205 W. Gold.
FOB BENT Good
house,
$14;
apartment, $13. Lloyd
Hunsaker, 205 W. Gold.
FOR RENT Five room, furnshed
collage. Apply at 603. Mountati
Boad.

1

Storerooms

FOR RENT

RENT Store room, 25x100, at
113 North First St. half block off
Central Ave. As good a location In
city for any kind of business. Inquire of Consolidated Liquor Co.
FOB

SODA FOUNTAINS
WE HAVE several bargalna to offer
In both new and second-han- d
soda
fountains for Immediate shipment.
Easy monthly paymenta Write or
phone for our attractive proposition
The Grosman company, Dallas, Texas.

d.

IS

A. FLEISCHER

POOL

&

BILLIARD TABLES

pool and bilFOR SALE Anti-truliard tables, supplies and bar fixtures. Sold on easy payments. Catalogues free. Charles Passow A Bon.
slO
P. O. Box 1084, Dallas, Texas.
st

--

READ THE

WANT ADS.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

WE

If was left for the executive commlt- tae to decide on the next place of

R1BBQNERS

OKM'tlng.

of

on

Thank--

.

Resolved
That we are indebted to
the Roswell Daily Record for the
printing of notices of this convention,

FINISH THEIR

for faithfulness in answering our calls
upon them, and for gratuitously printing our lengthy programs.
That we are deeply indebted to the
trustee of the Christian church for
the use of their building; lo the pas-Iof this church and those of other
churches who aided and encouraged

CONVENTION

MORNING JOURNAL, MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 14,

1908.

0

SOUVENIR BOOK

THE ROMERO AD SIGN Co
NEW SYSTEM
IN ADVERTISING

A

GOING EAST

New Way ot

A

$4.00

ting New Business

Annual Gathering of Woman's
Demand
for
ouartette soloists and ehll-- ! Unprecedented
o
sweet songs added
Christian Temperance Union!dr'"
Handsome Volume Among
uucn iu huí jiieasure; 10 me w omen
at Roswell Proves Most Suc of the Roswell union for inviting us the People of Albuquerque,
to their beautiful town, and entertain-- !
Ing us so hospitably, and to each and
every one who assisted in any way to
The demand for the official souventhe success of this twenty-fift- h
annual ir of the Sixteenth National Irriga-

I

Special

t'nrretiiMinilrnce

Moreinx

Journal.

tion congress Is breaking all records
Roswell. N. M .. Sept. 10. Yesterday convention.
MRS. A DELI A A SCOTT.
was a strenuous day at the Worn', n's
for the sale of a work of similar na
M RS. EMMA S. W ALOAMOTT.
M RS. MINNIE S. RYRD.
ture. Albuquerque people are sending
Christian Union convention. There
the book to friends in the east,
was an unusual amount of business!
friends in the west and north and the
to transact and it was found tlec.es
book in addition to the circulation,
IN
snry to hold an extra dtatoesa scs.sion BIG ENROLLMENT
which has been given by the congress
and the advertisers is being Scattered
this morning.
everywhere throughout the United
Officers were elected, sup'. rinten-- 1
States. Literally hundreds of volumes
apdents of various department! were
have been sold already and the numSCHOOLS
pointed und work planned for the
ber going into the mails Is increasing
g
coming year. The president,
with each day. The merit of the book;
secretary and treasurer were!
Its attractive cover
and handsome
New lines of j
unanimously
typographical dress, and the broad
work were taken up and new superin-- 1 Public School Shows Startling: tic Id it covers arc qualities which seem
All are greatly
tendents appointed.
haw taken hold and the demand is
Increase in Attendance of 'o
,'iicoiiraged by the outlook for the
very satisfactory.
The price of the
coming year. Calls are coining in
Bond Issue for $1,500 book has been fixed by the editor at
475;
from all directions for speakers and
considerably below cost. It being the
organizers. At Clovls, the women
aim of Col. Twitchcll and the Hoard
1ft
themselves formed a union, of over!
of Control to make the sales cover :
en-j Sp.M l:;
thirty members. They are most
Kponn, m r Morning Journal.) part of the expenses without uny ex
forre
ihusiastic and met the president and'
Clovls. N. M., Sept. IS. There pectation of realizing a profit there
delegates at the train and requested could be no more startling proof of from. The supply of the books p tint
them to stop on their return trip, the record breakinf,- - growth of the ed was very, large; the largest edi
which Mrs. Nutter will do, Completing town of Clevis, than the fad that the tion of a work ot the kind ever printEstancia, Moun-tainai- r, school enrollment this year Is 500 as ed in the southwest but at the rati
their organization.
Stanley and other towns are against 75 last year, an Increase M it is going it will not last until tin
calling for organizers.
425.
It Is doubtful it' any other town ongress opens.
The Roswell union and delegates in the southwest has ever made such
had a pleasant surprise for the pres- IS sin, wing. tne principal is jonn r.
ident Mrs. S. C. Nutter, and Corres- Taylor. Miss Jennie Adair, assistant,
Mary
H. and there are only two other tench-- ! ASSOCIATED
ponding Secretary Mrs
Barnes, when they presented them ors, Mrs. Carrie Taylor, intermediate
with a lire membership in the Terri- grade and Miss Norrls. primary grade,
torial W. C. T. U.
The school board, however. Is making
The evening meeting was well at- arrangements to secure a full force at
tended. The gold medal contest was once. The growth of the town has
exceptionally tine, and the six contestso rapid that It Is impossible to
ants were so evenly matched it was been
a year ahead now
determine
almost an nl around tie, and an exwill be needed.
teachers
F OB THE WEEK
ceedingly difficult matter
for the
On Sept. 27, there will be a bond
judges to decide. Miss Nellie Mason issue
Clovls
whether
to
decide
election
was awarded the medal in a happy
High
School.
speech by Prof. Rasher. It is seldom shall have a it $15.000
badly and there is little
Clovls needs
that an audience has the pleasure of
W ith national election
day but sevU to how the vote on the bonds
heal ing such line readings. Little Ruth doubtgo.
will
new opening
away,
Week
en
weeks
the
Klliolt deserves Special mention Tor
The Clovls commercial club met on Minis tinfairly
canvas
lter beautiful rendering of "The Two
vrcslilential
night of Sept. 9, und took steps
Little Shoes." A solo by Mrs. Ritter, the
the
on
all
sidSs
and
organized
well
a
secure
Incorporate
to
and
charter.
a duet by Mr:'. Kills and Miss Raker '
in
of the campaign
fee,
work
is
membership
executive
Five
dollars
the
Elliand solos by Mrs. Mines and Mr.
c
will
events
swing.
Political
dues.
a
full
month
the
and
Í2
ott added greatly to the entertainmore Strongly than ever in the
ment. Taking into consideration that
Foley's Orino Laxative Is a new rem-- I news of the week. Orators of the varitlils medal contest and the musical edy,
an Improvement on the laxatives ous parties are now busily engaged.
program were gotten up without preof former years, as it does not gripe Maine will hold a state election and
at
a
preparation
and
moment's
vious
of
or nauseate and is pleasant to take. It conventions for the nomination
notice, it was a Wonderfully fine en- Is guaranteed.
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly gubernatorial candidates and other
tertainment.
!Co.
will be held In severa! states.
At tots morning's meeting the unfinAs between William J. Bryan and
ished business was disposed of; resWINDOW STiAllBS
William H. Tatt. the democrat canresolu- In
olutions adopted, including
stock and made to order, lowest didate's program calls for a larger
tion of thanks, appearing below, and prices.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
measure of activity. Mr. Bryan is on
the convention adjourned until 1909.
Furniture Co.
a tour or the country Involving the
delivery of many speeches a day while
Mr. Taft, according to present plans,
will not leSTS the Immediate vicinity
of his home in Cincinnati. Mr. Bry-aiwill I peak in Baltimore on Monday and before the week is over that
city will alHo hear the democratic
1
vice presidential candidate, John W.
Kern.
From Baltimore, Mr. Bryan will on
Tuesday, proceed to JerSe) City delivering addresses there In the after
n Wednesday fee
noon and evening.
will he in Rochester, X.SY., where the
di mocratle state executive committee
will be completing its lahois. Friday's
schedule calls for his presence in New
for a visit
City, Saturday
York
to
to Providence, ft, i. Mr. Tafet
address the coafrenes or the African
Kri-.Me thodist church at Cincinnati,
and at tin- New York state fair in
mi nt to receive a delegation at his
home this week. Thursday being the
probable day for the visit.
James s. Sherman, the republican
band Mats Tor vire president, will
speak In Wilksal,rre, Pa., Wednesday, and the New York Slate luir, in
Syracuse. Friday.
win osen
ew York republicans
their state convention in Saratoga,
Monday and New York democrats will
with their state convention on
follow
ver
-- IPO
-- Circus
the next day at Rochester, ConnectiChampions and
cut democrats will meet in Hartlor on
Tuesday to nominate state officers and
23 Famous Equestrians
II
The New
congressman at large.
a
IB Daring AerialUts
convenrepublican
Clovma
Merry
Mirthful
Hampshire
Mate
23
ÍO Packless Rough Riders
will be held Thursday in Contion
9 Sensational Equilibrists
7 Russian Cossacks
cord.
20 Astonishing Acrobat"
The legislature of Indiana will convene In extra session on Friday to
A Completo Japanese Glroua
devise a plan to give (iovernor Han-le- y
Superb Garland Entree
special power to deal with "night
riders" troubles in the southern part
of
Scores Trained Wild Beasts i,f the state
On Wednesday there will nrrive In
Herd of Performing Elephante
New York, John K. Itedmond, hair-ma- n
Camels, Llamas and Bos Indicus
oí the Irish parliamentary party;
Devlin, a Belfast member of
Educated Seals and Sea Lions Joseph
parliament and Chairman Fltxgtbbons.

Jobbing Promptly Attended To
Shop Cor. Fourth and Copper.
Phono.

A

W. L.Trimble & Co.
very, Heed and Sale Ha tiles. First
t urnouts at reasonable
'lass
rates.
N. Second 8U
Telephone S.
1.

CONSOLIDATED

a Eakla
litoral
BarhMbl
frilOLKSAMI DKAI.EBB IK
ud

Ten Thousand Shares

207 SOUTH fTR8T STREKT.

Mining Stock.

DENTISTS.
Room 12 N. T. Armijo Bldg.

Phone 547.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO

1

1

PIPE-CLEANIN- G.

DRUGGISTS
I'mprtetor. M
riiHrnmrj, Cor. olí mam SI ra
tilgkluS I'turnurj, Cor. Eiwt Central

AI.raS,

Performances 2 and 8 p. m.

i

1

i,

TIIIK1)

Arabian Tumblers

i

Highest Jumping Horses
Thundering

Roman Chanoi Races

LEGAL NOTICES.

Trained Imported Arabian Stallion

Only Lady Japanese Artists

in

America

100 Shetland Pony Ballet

NOTICE.

Rond Tas Now Due.
The law requires every able bodied
man, between the ages of twenty-on- e
and sixty year, to annually pay a
road tax of three dollars or, In lieu
of such sum, to lab.ir on the public
omeros urltll lyiim She Muittr easier
road three days. Sec. I, Cahpter 63,
Acts of the 37 th Legislative Assembly.
m
Tim...
tfMjm.
TT
The tupervlsor of Rosd District No.,
I
..Mi
" m its
atlic
Levels
3, comprising Precincts Nos. II and
Ureal Hsvelvmt; Prattle!
28, which precincts Include the City
of Albuquerque, accepts the office
compensation and Is devoting
. OMllf AlA Ift without
IN Only sd mi Iht Catite War id hs
a inc Neks 4 lists, e a SWtly Nunaini
time and energy to th discharge of
the duties of the office to the end
!
iSiM
that proper use be made of the road
Grand
Bally
fund and that we have good roads.
The character of roads to be built
and the line ot work are determined
10:30
m. by the Hood Konda Association.
Grand
Mr. S. M. Port erf ield la authorised
road tax
500 PEOPLE. 400 HORSES AND PONIES. 50 CAGES OF to receive payment of the
of the public
convenience
the
for
and
DOUBLE
RARE AND COSTLY WILD ANIMALS.. 42
will make calls when be can do so or
payment can be made at Porterflold
LENGTH RAILROAD CARS. 20 SCREAMmd Co.. 31 1 Weft Hold a venus. The
INGLY FUNNY CLOWNS, 20.
law will be strictly enforced.
W. H. OILLE.VWATKR.
supervisor.

Cake Walking Horses
Marvelous Picards

(bratedstirk(lO)Family
.i? r atsui i roupe
i

Pretty Edna Maretta

rev

vo

Street Parade

Spectacular Street Parade at

lOO New and Novel Features

a.

lOO

STREET.

MEAT MARKET

Ail Kinds ot FreSjh and Halt Meals

Sanaa gc 1'aetory.

Nil-a-

JUST WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR

EMTL KLK1NWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third 8treet

GALLUP

ARTHUR E. WALKER
Fire Insuranc . Secretary afuaal
Hnlldlng Association.
Phone M.
217 (4 Wift
cntml Avenue

Domestic Egg Coal

and repairing Is one ot our specialties.
Making elbows and joints is another.
Plumbers tn all
We are expert
branches and are noted for doing
good work thoroughly, In a reaaonable
tlmv for a reasonable price. We use
only the best materials and employ
We
only the most reliable help
hould be pleased If you will favor us
with you. next plumbing Job. Tou
won't regret It.

LBATHE8 AND FINlUNtiH

$5.00
AN IDEAL KITCHEN

Finest Beach Resort In tho World.
Bathing,
Fishing, Dane,
.ng dally, free i onccrta, etc.
VIU.w and Bungalows olean, cool
and complete, 17. GO to $36.00 per
Apply Villa Office, Venice,
month.
California.

FREE BURNING.

CLEAN.

THE

WM.

FARR

rot

GROSS,

KELLY & COMPANY

Wholesale Merchants
Wool, Hides and Pelts

a Specialty.

MjBCQCERQCM

Willi Ample Means suit

t

uHirposHeil

f

(Bffoctlrc IttM

acilities.

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque
Depositors User Proper Aacomrnndatloa smi Hoik tits Now
ano mrccior.s. mhomiiiii lama, rn
Capltiil. Jlái'.line oo. orllis-ri.iiiiih.
. i. Johnson,
Assist
(dent; w. B. Btrickteri Vira Presiden I ami Oashler
nut Cashier i Willlaiti Mcintosh, ;eirgo Arimt, j. c. 'laidridge, A. m. m-veil, O. B. OomweU.

Kxtemts

l

IiihciI

lrr

Washington. Sept. 1.'!. Hy the end
of this week hnmlreds of rlelejjates will
have arrived to attend the Internu-tlona- l
congress on tuberculosis, which
opens September 21 The righting
force of the world us regañís the white
plague will spend three weeks In this
city.
All sessions
lu lo in

the

of the congress will he
new National museum

building.
From every civilized county in the
world the delegates Of "eongfesslsts "
us they arc technically termed,' are
coming From every state In the union
enough congresslsts are coming to fill
a volume with a list of their nanus
The htird'-- of the preliminary work
falls upon tin- shouldem of Dr. Join,
I, Kulton and Dr. Henry (1. Beyer.
The former Is the secretary general.
Dr. Beyer Is chairman of the exhibition committee.
The International congress on tuberreally seven congresses
culosis Is
rolled Into one, for there arc seven
aectlont.
Hpeclal days have been set aside for
vnrlous organizations hiuI unorganized
laymen who have asked that they he
nliowed to see Into the workings of
the great gathering.
The entire second floor of the mufor exhibition purseum will be
poses and the exhibits will be divided
United
parte foreign.
Into three
Mates government and state exhibits.
The exhibit of the United States
government will be the largest. The
Indian office, the censu bureau, the

iid
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WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY!
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PATTERSOM

West Sllvef Avenue.

From th

From th Wait

i

International Congress on Tuberculosis C o nv e n e s In
Washington One Week from
311'XII
Today,
,iiruiil

.v-

VBOAH

6

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUEkQUE,
Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00

WAGEWARONOREAD

IJiS

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSlTb

Illy Miirnlns

nan

Suoelnlty
Saudis
Cattle ami Hogs the Higgost Mar.
t Prtoes Is Paid.

PHONE 91,

tele-phon-

WHITE PLAGUE

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail
in h i .su and halt

isut-v- n

W. H. Hahn Co

e

P.AIN'l'S, ETC

VENICE OF AMERICA

CALL AND SEE IT

ber It.
Because of the performance nf
Wright with his heavlet than-alr
machine, URUSUal interest will attach
to an international COBgreM in Mar- Bellies, Prance, wiicii wilt open .M"ii This country Will be n
In-r-

PER TON

FUEL

SAOOIiEB,

408 West Central Ave.

RIGHT SIZE.

of the Hoacommon city council. They
are to attend a home rule COnvi ntioti
public
in Boston, Sutntilay nitor ;i
reception In New York on Thursday,
Persia on Monday ni Inaugúrate
her new electoral system with mi
election ot members of parliament,
which is to I,,- eenVoked on Novem-

in la, matter 01
taken the lead
military aeronautics. The i inference
reofint
inventions in
win consider
wireless totegrapby and wireless

Thos. F. Keleher
HARNESS,

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company

Celebrities

100

ui

Brotidw..

'

Saturday, Sept. 9

ST. AND COPPEW ATA

FIRST

DRS. COPP & PETTIT

For Particulars Address
P. O. BOX 4
THOREAU N. M.

Pioneer Bakery

In our Un. Writ
d4 PrtM 14st

Tlphon. Ill

CORNER

Tres Amigos Gold
-

.v.rythlns

nandl

W

(or llliutr.ttrt Cutalngu.
MU.d to dultra "lily.

how-man-

Circus Day at Albuquerque

LIQUOR CO.

orcmuioni to M.llnl

S1

Pu-trel- le

PUTNEY

WINES. LIQUORS & CIGARS

that's what the peop!e syy of OUT
It's unsurCREA If BREAD.
passed for its nutritious qualities,
its exquisite flavor, its purity and
Whiteness, while Its superior uniform quality makes it a food that
reliable.
is always thoroughly

PRESS

llg-ur-

Residence 553.

tUrTAHlJHHKD ISM
Gnxwt, Mar. Fm
Waal ml
Wi
Asat tor MMsksU
- SI St'QIJKSHlDB -

PER SHARE

WINNER.

106.;

Shop,

L. B.

FIFTEEN CENTS

corres-pondin-

,

EQ. F0URNELLE

Caipenter and Builder

FOR SALE

cms

I

MRS. M. E. N0RRIS,
110 East Coal Avenue.

i

Get-

ART BULLETIN ADVERTISERS

us;
To the

cessful Yet,

R0OM AND
BOARD.
Per Week and Up.

EXCELLENT

HUNDREDS OF GREAT

P

UiW
fsvliort

J

rl

f.

AND MACHINE

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
Eastabllsln--

18M1.

Iron and Brass Castings,

It

Sohl In Albuquerque by

WORKS

J. II.

O'ltlell-

-

F. Hall, rroprletor.

Ore, Coal and Lumbar Cars. Pnllej--

Orates
Bars, Babbitt V'.tal, Columns aid Iron Fronts for Buildings.
our SpeclaltT.
Repairs on Mlnlnj snd Mil nag V ui
Albuquerque. New Melno
Ponadrj 10a HMe of ttatlroad Track.
a

,

war djSpartment and (he navy depart,
ment will all have exhibits while the
department of agriculture will have
enough exhibits to foijm a section It-

I'nless you have lost a limb or have
a deformity
If your trouble la rheumatism, lumbago, sprain, stiff Joints,
or anything nf like nature use
self.
Snow Liniment and in no
time you can throw away yuur
Millions of bottles of Foley's Honey crutches and be as well as anyone.
and Tnr have hecn sold without any Hold hy J. H. O'Reilly Co. Price 26c,
person ever having experienced any 50c $1.00.
other than beneticlal results from Its
use for coughs, colds and lung trouJust for it change take supper with
ble. This Is because rjM genuine Fo- the Ladles of
the Congregational
ley's Honey and Tnr In the yellow church Tuesday, 5 to
p. m.
Prl i
package contains no opiates or Other 35c. Plantation style, instrumental

OR

's

H

harmful drugs. Guard your health
refusing any but the genuine.
J. H. O'Rlelly Co.

by
Hold by

HOPMTK nor.
Are you Just barely gelling around
by the aid of crutches or a cane?

yilutet

will

READ

tender mush.

THE WANT ADS.- -

A plea mi evening a vol lit) , anil n
congenial crowd, al I he skating conA. next Tuesday
ical uf the I,. II. R.
KverylKKly welcome, and
Ihc prices the same aa usnul.

Porch swings, 94. Ml.

lournal Want Ads Get Results Plaultig

Mill.

Alhuqiierqus

THE ALBUQUERQUt MORNING JOURNAL, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER
that the Edison idea has appealed very
strongly to the artistic sense. If the
house were successfully made
and put on the market at a profit
there would be ton many of them of
same design to satisfy the craving
for originality and variety, w hich is
mit whi.lly il.strn.Mil .mm b ii long
residence In city blocks.

morning journal
Fakllskaa kf th.

Journal Publishing Co.
.. ..Praalóanl
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through their use In mmc or our de-- 1 Hoot. Frank S. Black and Governor
part mint atores. The first of these Is Hughes in the forefront, all of
now being install, d ut the State street splcuous ability.
The democrat have
.station of the new subway, and In practica llv nobodv. with the result that
time II Is hoped to provide every sta-th- e the varty organization has fallen into
tion with them.
th
hands of Flngy Conners and
"And then w ill come the era nf re
's
hurles F. Murphy, who in Mr.
juicing' Fur wlat is more w earlsome
day would at best have been
at any time of day. whether we be on ward bosses, the one in Buffalo and
pleasure or duty bound,
than the the Other In Manhattan.
climbing of stairs, a great many of
In Indiana at the time mi ntioned
IIIFIR OW N M I lili I.N K
u.i would rather walk a mile than to tlie republicans had Oliver P. Morton,
Japan. Korea and China were long '"mb the stairway of ordinary length, a Titan: Benjamin Harrison. R. W.
means of the escalator all this un-o- r Thompson. Walter y. Gresham and
ago conspicuously "C I Willi" countries
the world, says the X xv York Trib- - necessary exercise will be avoided. We Albert ll. Porter, a quintet of excelune, and we know of none today which "bull merely have to step upon the lence, combining constructive ubility,
moving series of revolving oratory nr.d managing capacity. The
are more insistent upon maintaining slmvl
""'1 UW machinery will do the democrats had Thomas A. Hendricks,
their own Individuality or which would
mm. surely resent and practically re- - reat. landing Ua in fie twinkling of an Joseph E. McDonald. I). W. "Voorhees.
pel any considerable incursion of an 'V "t our upwur.'. or downward des- David Turple and William H. English,
alíen race. Among themselves, as fel-- i tlnatlon without the rllghtest labor on another quintet of note and power.
part. Kven the most acenmmo-lly- .
r
Today the republicans have ('. W.
low members of the Mongolian
tin y mingle freely, but to them dating elevator becomes out of dale In Fairbanks. A. J. Deveridge, J. H.
J. K. Watson, Jesse Ovcr- 'i in isla ns an- as alien as they them-- 1 the face of .he escalator, for the f 01
sertes are to Caucasians. And Just be- - mcr can '.iold a meager number of Itreet and C. II. I.andis. nil trained irnd
cause, while not regretting that they people or. each Journey, w hile the tour
liable men ..f natiiMial reputation,
Is continuous,
and The democrats have practically no- were "opened" to the world and not of the escalator
dedslrlng to be isolated from It. those more than sev en thousand passengers tl)(y. Mr. Kern la much respected as
,n1,, but has nothing bul defeat to
nations so earnestly desire to remain can in- transported by it within a sin-- ,
And
Mongolian knd not to be "Faucuslon-izc- d gle hour. In fact. It begins to look ti!shovv for his political activity.
eleva-- j n is safe to say that in the day of
" they must appreciate the desire if the day of the
Thomas Tuggart
ol America kt)d Australia lo remain tor was over, except where an iinmc- - democratic power
lit is
could never have risen to the pluce he
instinctively Caucasian and Anglo-Saxo- dial" pi I peiiilicular
rary.'
He is a consph uous
now occupies.
lands.
product of the hard lines the Hoosier
TA FT ANT) FOdlAKEl
democrats have known for the past fif- (.(KID t.OUDS IN SMALL LOTS. I
j
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Buucher, appearing before nv
personally, and first being duly sworn
declares bnd aya that he is buslnes
tnanagT of The Journal Publishing
Comoanv of Albuquerque, New Mex-- !
the month of
Ico. and that during
April. 10, an average of 4,461 copies
of The Albuquerque Morning Journal
were printed and circulated each day.
(Signed) D. S. BOUCHF.R.
Business Manager,
to before me.
norn and subscribed
pubi:- - In and for the terriA notary
tory and county aforesaid, this 9th
lay of May, 1908.
(Blgned) H. N. PACKBRT,
Notary Public.
D. B.

i

leen years.

There whs no sort of reason why
This summary givs Judge raft the
The Houston. Texas, Post Is responsible for tins juicy little paragraph, any one should have been surprised by advantage In both states, it is true,
which bears the Impress of Texas the recent exchanges of personal cs- - however, that, In both, local issues arc
teem and political good will between occupying a good deal of attention,
truth all over it:
Judge
Taft and Senator Foraker. All and' confusing all calculations, local
soGeorge Bailer, a Houston citizen,
journing in ShreVepnrt, sends us a the recent racket involving the two and national. Mr. Bryan Is heartened
and
by some tall claims ot Tuggart
tyb Ihy county watermelon
weighing men has been the work or understrap
Kern as to Indiana, while Conners and
seventy pounds. After much delibera pers. Small polilic!;iiis. anxious
their
tion we consented reluctantly 10 accept national notice and sure of It by at- Murphy are talking big about
the melon, although Mr. Sauer ought tacking a man of Mr. Fotaker's emi- plans and prospects In New. York. It
may be nothing but talk, but the reto have known it was far under the nence at this time,' have been disporting
Judge
to
sdmevvhat
themselves
publicans should give It close and serirequirements with respect to weight
TMMS OP aUBM BIITlON.
M W' (topped accepting
Tuft's injury. Bue the two men them- ous attention.
seventy-pounDally, by carrier, one m. nth
SO
Dally, by mall, one m nth
watermelons on the JSth of July, 'and: selves have always respected each othK I ROPATK INS B BY KLATIONS.
fixed seventy-seve- n
pounds as the, er Every reason existed for the feelNEW HJtXJOO
ALBCqUEKOl a
minimum weight lor the rest of the ing. CMtlsetU of the same tow n, mem
season We llo not like to make ex- bem of the sume party, thrown togethGeneral Kuropatkln'a military and
MATERIALLY III I I I KI M
ceptions to this rule, but Mr. Sauer is; er at the bar and In politics, they have political memoirs, an instalment
of
tor years. Judge
SO sensitive and
we esteem
him so been acquainted
which is translated and summarised In
I Tail,
con
as In cordial fashion he
A
friend anl correspondent of the highly that we Cell It best to ta.SU na;
McClure's Magazine, promise to be an
Morning Journal al Carls bad writes little melon. We sincerely trust that fesses, owes bis start In public Hie to Importan I contribution to contempoOhio.
governor
of
our course will no) precipitate upon Mr. Foraker. then
the editor as follow-- ;
rary history, as well as to the mateWhy should they not esteem each oth"I notice In today's Journal, under us a flood oí these measly little
rial upon which the historians Of the
camIn
this
together
work
er
and
Moreover, our friend.-big headlines, an account of two
fUturt shall base their judgments.
flights made the other day at Fort in Shelby county are likely lo resent paign?
Tills portion of the work which has
Mr. Foraker is to take tin stump. M
Meyer, by Orvllle Wright, in on- of the coupling of the name of their
been placed under the ban of the Ruswas to be expected, and he should
which he remained in air eleven min- county with such small melons.
censor, and is forbidden reading
sian
prove very ellective wnerevcr ne ap tO
utes: in tins regard the following acthe people of the Russian empire
J
Is
pears. His superior for such service
count of recent evolutions of Herman
l
II ALOI.Ot, Y VERSI S Alt'!
does nothing t shake the Impression
His style is
no In the country today.
military aerial cruisers, taken from a
which was created upon the minds Of
powHis
crltp, downright and direct.
Merlin report, may prove not without
world by General Kuropatkln'a
the
The German emperor has turned for
His
er over an audience is absolute.
interest."
s
part In th war with Japan. That imthe moment from the vexatious
a
not
cost
him
ad(lreal
does
longest
Then follow a detailed report of the
pression was almost entirely favorable
of international polities to lend
Everybody remains to
performances of two Oertnan air ships, his august countenance to an interest--1 single auditor
to him. and the verdict of the
He is exceedingly
which maneuvered over and near Ber- lug experiment. He has always prld-- ' hear the last word.
almost unanimously that his fuil- circles, and for
Army
Qrand
In
popular
lin the other day, for sevi ral hours, cil himself upon being a patron of the
lij the field were due not to any
Ufes
in all circles where can
wlthohl ''lining to the earth all of fine arts, and he is said to find relaxa- thai matter
fault of his own. but to the conditions
adcourage
uro
which is Interesting to read about, but tion of the purest kind In I dilettante, dor and ability and
gather by which he was surrounded In the
It has no relevancy to
the ease in ah lines- - that Ignores few of the liter- - mired. We shall see crowds
army and by powers over Which he
Is
announced.
presence
point, for the reason that the Herman ary or dramatic movements of bis cen- - wherever his
had no control. Those aspects oT the
reThe question' of Mr.. Foraker's
vessels referred to lire gasupported lury.
case ure not touched upon in this porafdecided
be
is
to
senate
turn to the
balmachines, like the
tion of Kuropatkln'a memoirs, but the
It was he who Inspired the recent
race Is over. It
loon, with which the world has he. n production of Byron's "Sanianapuliis" ter the presidential
documents and opinions which are
as
large,
country
at
concern
the
quoted let In a flood of light upon the
familiar for ages, while tin Wright at the Royal Opera house In Berlin.' will
figure,
machine, The dispatches, after dwelling w ith ex- - the Ohio senator is a national
air ship Is a heavier-tlmn-ui- r
causes of the war In the fur east.
taken a place
It is commonly assumed that
which supports itself, and Is not de- tltatlon upon kthe truly sumptuous and In the senate has is
the
his
probably
h
He
pendent upon gus. The fatal defect in splendor of the costuming and scenery, among the adéis.
war
was brought on primarily by lius-:ia'- s
in thai
debater
brilliant
niost
party's
an aerial cruiser such as our corre- touch upon another matter. "Surdan-SpalUSImperative need of expansion tobody, ready at all limes and on all
spondent peaks of in Germany is that
ward
the Pacific, and the various
they say. was "rewritten to
tleUI day he heads the
m
tlie gas bag necessary to support it has accord Wltb the discoveries made dur- eUhjSCtS,
RCandall associated with the Valu tim- ao
democrat
the
to be so big that a man mi the ground ing the excavations conducted by fier-- ! republican list; and
her concessions have been regarded as
w.o.u leilee bis now r by nutting their
with modem rifle, could hardily miss man. English and French scientists,
Incidental rather
than as moving
forward.
It if he would try. and one bullet-hol- e
causes
great
of
Kuropat-klAssyrian best men
on the sites of the great
the
conflict.
if judge Taft s elected bis adminwould tufflce to wreck It, and bring It cities."
or bis editor mukes it clear,
In
support
strong
need
will
istration
'
down Into the enemy's camp, while the
Ami imw we are told that notwithi of Rus-sla'congress, anil wno however, that in th" "
Wright machine might be practically standing the remarkable erudition and both houses of
best statesme n the Itu.'.. Ian Interl.l r. iei. r better summit in the Sen
ests In Korea and in Manchuria were.
rlddbd with bullets without do- the vast expenditure which combined I
than Mr Foraker'.' He would prob- prior to th
ate
a
ing any seflotu harm and lhat'i
to make tlie production notable, the
itbreak of hostilities, of
ably appear at his best as the
er. at hig differ- dbjtiactlon
ith
un s found it flat. Nor were the disfar less Importance than the problema
ohio-horhll
and
president
of an
cnee.
presented In the west. Indeed. It was
tinguished orientalists from America, pion
personal friend. As both are lawyers, the strenuous
of
Kuiope
much
the
countries
endeavor of the Russian
and half
from
questions
approach
wopid
they
war
"LuVHOII I NION
office
to
more impressed
WOI LD II in:
The decorous silence
combat
the widely prevw
hile
the lawyer point of view and
ail ;it conviction thut Russia was at
in which It was received amounted utbeare
often
differences
sharpest
bottom an eastern and not a western
ferrlng to Mr. Rockefeller's most to a chill, which the emperor's the
In
tween lawyers, two lawyers holding power.
cheerful letter to the National Asso- srdenl spirit fulled to dissipate. The
official relation t
and
personal
close
The publication revives the Incredciation ol Presa Humorista, th New critics expressed the opinion that It, With each Other should
efible stories Of the Influence exercised
York Times sys it directs public at- - would lull, and while the scholars did fectively in Ihe public behalf.
by Besobrasoff, in his Capacity us prot lit ion to that
body and th' fact of not speak for publication it Is probAfter all. If Judge Talt is the next
the organisation "f American humor. able that (hy all lift feeling certain president and lb" next Ohio legisla- moter of the timber concessions on the
Korean frontier, ami shows that by his
We do Dot understand that, as yet, th thai at least two addltlongl volumen
ture is republican on joint ballot. Mr. success In Interesting the
Tar finanorganization has asfuui'd Hn form or if archaeological detail might have!
reForaker. Without contest, may be
cially in his schemes he was able to
n Jummed Into the fabric
aadertahen the responsibilities of a
with
bus
filled
ha
place
elected to the
Presumably any
The Teutonic mind is ixceodlngl) great credit to hlhiself and general overrule the government's official adtrades union
visers and push on events to the great
In
humorist ma) still pursue ids thorough
b)k the Record-Heralbenefit to his party.
calamity. According to this version of
Individual j'sting carter safe from In- reviewing this heavy work by his Teuaffairs
and there is no reason to
terference. Nor is the National Asso- tonic majesty. The emperor must
THE PIVOT L STATES.
question their general accuracy there
ciation of Humorists likely to form - have knowb that he was throwing an
hat been in modern times no such
It will Irresistible temptation in the way of!
If at present Into a trust.
The St Louis Republic makes Ni
lli rmuit scholars York and Indiana the pivotal states, jt iiugiant case oi burnansm. A million
not. sureh. undertake to regulate or the distinguished
lives w re sacruweg
ami nations
control the "input of national humor. when be told them to embody in the puts the matter In this way;
brought
verge
to
ruin, not to
of
the
the
organization
lefor
modern
production
the results of
Itu' the fact of
"The total vote In the electoral
satisfy national honor, but to gratify
common benefit of Its members Is slg- - nt arch. It Is pretty evident that this
college will be 183. with 141 ncc- personal gr I. The three great mine saury to a choice. The south will
ntftcant if it sun ' i ds m lightening temptation was not resisted to any existers of the Russian crown were unthe burdens of a large number of tent and that the slight body of lie
give Bryan It? votes when Oklaalterably opposed to the policy which
g
in solving opera was buried in the vaft mass ofl
humorists
homa Is Included. Kentucky und
brought on the war. but Kuroputkin
Hu ir onmmarcial problems, in broad' archaeological debris thrown up by re-- !
Missouri will bring this vide to
Is able to show how all their efforts
inlng their market. It Is not unlikely cent excavators. If a little leurnlng is! Iff, Indiana bus li, Ncbruska ,
were brought to naught, and bow even
or
a
sages
imunion
H
a dangerous thing, as some
I'm. become
Colorado 5. Nevada 3. California
"
that
the Tsar's Instructions were disregard10, and
a trust or a sort of humorous on agine, then a tremendous lot of It exMaryland 8. If Bryan
ed and set aside In the Interests of a
h.
ternally applied, and applied, above
blnatlon of
should ujirry them all. as lie probMerer nt lie undertaking In which he Is
all. to art. Is little short of disastrous.
ably will, the vole of New York
supposed to have hud a share. It Is a
HEM
will determine Ihe election. New
HOI
FROM MOI DA
terrible story, and comes from tin auYork and Indiana are the pivotal
i.l MM. I P IN THE WORLD.
thority
the highest In Russia
egg
v
alBUHl
carry
of
states. If Bryan
national pH
them
Alfred Tim
Rapid transit all over the country is
both he will have 346 votes, or
the American Brotherhood of Cement
new phases. Not
W orkers. declared at the convention of sei,dlly
four more than is necessary. Taft
can win without New York If he
that organization that the Edison only are people transported hither and
gets Indiana.
Hryan must have
monolithic house was not a success. thltlu r. on. above and below the sulboth."
His criticism had to do with the prac fate or the earth, and In every direcEdison, he tion, north, east, south and west, at s
And In this connection the Wash-Ingtoticability of the Invention.
Star calls attention to the fact
aid, might be able to "pour a house" speed of which their forefathers never
l.orii High Lvcryllilug FI- In twelve hours with hl system of could possibly have dreamed, hut are thst a great change has come over To the editor:
forms, but he would be unable to re soon to find their way made easier both New York und Indiana since the
We have read much of Colonel
Hopewell and Colonel Twit, hell und
move the forms In twelve hours, for from street to subway station and from days when they figured so prominent-subwastation to street. And the y In presidential contests, and It all they have accomplished In the
the cement would not set In thst time.
"Moreover, he casts a solid wall, and American Cultlvutor, an excellent and! thinks the democrats In both states work of making the Sixteenth NationJournal of have suffered more severely than the al Irrigation Congress go. They are
every one knows that a solid wall ad- progrrmlve agricultural
men who do things, and. properly,
Moaton. thus explains how this Is to republicans.
mits moisture and inn.. - a home
they are to the fore In this great en.New
was
Cunkliug
Mr.
In
York
the
some
to
be
devise
will
have
He
done:
terprise.
'
When the new Washington street commanding figure on the republican
scheme for providing a hollow wall he.
However, there are others, and one
fore the Invention will ever work out tunnel opens Its doors, st a time not side, and had for lieutenants men like other Is W A Buyer, "Billy' for short
so very far distant, we shall not be Plntt and Arthur, both practical poll" 'add Business eighteen hours of the
satlsfS'toillv '
day's twenty-fou- r.
mabuilding
The colonels and
valuable
foiced to nscend or descend "long tifian of the first clasr. On the
Cement is a
the reat of the array of high degree
side Mr. Tilden was the
of stairs at the end or the
terial, but there Is muoh weight In the
of our journey by rail. Wltft'nant figure, und he hud fur lleuten- - hSVa their several divisions nf the
erith Ism that It presents a good many
Work, but Hilly Bayer goes all g.ilts.
nhi.h,. that reo ii re studv and that due consideration for the wear and .ants men like DHVid B. Hill. A. H. He ia the
Lord High Everything Rise
are of greater practical Importance at tear of the human system, the iom- Hewiit. William Dorsheimer, H. W. of the Hoard of Control. What the
t
Flower,
he
Rlociim
P
Roswell
all
of
I
u
with
and
eoiilnpln
mold
the wtBtlons
than ihe house out of
i.anv
have not the time to do Is
nniit ii
high class ns malingers
put up lo llgyer, and behold Ihe deck
even though Hint should romiiu-- i line, escalators, or moving ainlrwn. hlih
Today the republicans huv
Fllhu
cleared for the mxt day's rush.
tabor and ef p use. Nor can It be sald.erto known only to the Roslon public
j
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Sometlmes the cock crows hia midnight deli before the day - wora is
done, but it is done and done well,
and Bayer is up with the sun the next
morning, chipper and gay.
The Colonels
ride in horseless
chaises, or go gaily forth on the railway to where terrapin and
other
tempting flesh-pot- s
are the regular
diet, but Billy Bayer rides a wheel
within the townsite, uid. If time be
pressing, Wienerwurst, or a hot lámale, i enough for his hunger. He
is assistant secretary, he Is keeper of
the great seal, he Is custodian of coupons, he is overseer of concessions,
ne is master of the hounds, he is boss
of the works, he is everything; and he
14 here, there and everywhere.
He is all things to all men. He
laughs with the guy. Jeers with the
scornful, sympathizes with the kicker, fumes with the fussy, and at the
end of the day eases his pain by barking at the moon.
But throughout it
all he Is cheerful und unruffled. So
all hail Lord High Everything Else!
All tlie Others are necessury In the
good work, hut where would the show
be without Hilly Bayer? F. U V.
I'KIM AltlFs IIFRF TO STAY.

w e s tern
News Notes

Sóuth

n

New

Fall

Lakewood now boasts a wild man
roams fearsomcly through the
jungles of thut part of the Pecos Valwho

Overcoats

ley.

Kaffir corn ten feet high and just
beginning to grow Is reported on the
Whitlock farm east of Lake Arthur.
Next.

ALL THE NEWEST
MODELS DIRECT
FROM NEW

The wulls of the new eouaty jail in
Estancia are rising rapidly and arc
viewed with subdued respect by thifraí
citizens who art i andidiitcs for entrance.

YORK

are now on
display.

A' nipety-poun- d
rattlesnake melon
was recently sold In I.ak- Arthur. By
cutting "in lite weird melon the El

SEE THEM IN OUR
SECOND STREET

Paso correspondent can make a pretty
good snake story out of this.

WINDOW.
An increase of forty puijds In the
Estancia schools and r.'-- In (he t'lovis
schools is calculated to make the pessimist open his eyes. In Clovis the
Increase was over 4uU per cent.
'

one thing may be said for the popular primary experiment.
When once
undertaken it is not dropped. It muy

require
The United states geological survey
improvement,
amendment,
modification; but it doesn't get repeal- bus u force of men engaged In making
ed.
The old caucus appears to be u Hcientltic investigation of the coal
doomed where once a legislature can lands on Johnson mesa, near Raton,
Is expected to have important
be Induced to pass a law establishing which
results.
a primary under the protection and
supervision of the state. Experiments
E. Dudley,
Sergeant W.
of the
With voluntary primaries, established
mounted polce, who has had some
organiparty
under rules adopted by
hair raising Experiences with outlaws,
sations, and lacking the backing of had his first real excitement
last
the State, have been of doubtful value. week. He umpired two games Of baseThey opeii"d the way to ihe legalised ball at Currizozo.
f
primary, but beyond that have been of
Plpc bus been rushed to Dayton and
uncertain utility. Philadelphia Times.
The little experience that New Mex- the town wilj be brilliantly Illuminated
gas from the big sas
ico has had with the voluntary pri- at oine with
Dayton better not waste its gas
mary makes it pretty sure that an act well. they
like
used to do hack In Pennsylwill be passed by the next legislature vania, where the supply is giving out.
providing for a party jirimary in New
Mexico under the direction and proScott and Jenaor of Estancia, have
tection of the law, und then If we doj on exhibition In tli ir offices a pump- not have government Oy the people, it kin raised by O. H. Scott on hls claim
will be due solely to the liidifference tli i ee miles west of town, that weighs'
fifty-fiv- e
pounds. This is said to be
of the people themselves.
small pumpkins for th Estancia valley.
Mr. Hurrimun has just told the people of California in emphatic words
J. S, Willis living on a
near!
that their Interests mid those of the Floyd. Roosev elt county, wasclaim
over
run
railroads ure identicul and that all of and killed by u train near Melrose the
This is other night while trying to get Oil the!
them Should pull together.
manifestly true, say.s the Topeka State moving cars. His bodj was mangled
Journal, of the relations between the by two more trains before his death
railroads and the people all over the was discovered.
countrv and the sooner both sides real
ize It the better it will be lor all con
one of tin- most Important measures w hich has come before the Comcerned.
mercial club of Raton for some time
has been the appointent of u committee to Inquire Into the existing incoming and outgoing freight rates for
Raton, it is charged that there is
gross discrimination against Baton.

The

Cravanette
Rain Coat
IS VERY POPULAR.

$12.50 TO
$28.00.
ASK TO SEE THE

New Auto
Coat
THE LATEST COAT
ON THE MARKET.

-

What the Editors
of the Southwest
A re Saying

John Bright of Hlllfboro, had an
experience tin- other day that makes
the Tip Top library sound tame. He
Not Sure.
was attacked by u wild cat and seizing.
Foraker and Taft shook hands, But it by the scruff of the neck and the
they didn't fall on each other's necks. small of the hack he held It Until a
Somebody would have lost an ear.
companion came up and killed it. Talk
Tucson Citizen.
about Whipping your weight in wildcats.
Tin?) Has Awoke.
The citizens of Portales lias at lust
A meeting was held in the Sierra
awoke to the necessity of Incorpo
county court house Wednesday even- to
We
you
are going
cun bet
and
ing for the purpose of formulating
Incorporate.- - Portales Herald.
plans for the collection und placing
Sierra county's exhibit at the IrrigaWail Until Alter Flection.
who
tion congress. C. 11. Laidlow,
What bus become of the Cemetery baa been selected to have charge of
association .' We would be glad I the c lUilty'B exhibit, lias about comhave feportS from that Important Of plete, his tour of tin country and
w ill
gnnizutiun. Luke wood Progress,
leave Hillsboro In a few days lor
Albuquerque to arrange for the pta ing of the exhibit.
,
Sure BllOUgll One.
A new, sure
enough, democratic
dally is to be started in Albuquerque.
Raton Blkg arc highly gratified
It is to lie edited ami owned by demoove,- the fact that the Raton lodge
crats, und not Andrews democrats
ins been signally recognized by the
either. Portales Herald.
Grand Exalted Ruler of the order. Dr.
Jeorgc N. Fleming of Raton, has been
;
W here TIlcj
To.
rppolnted district deputy for this
All roads don't h ud to Rome
,
l

ter-i'tor-

now-a-day- s,

but from the crowds at
hotel and the lines of vehlchs on
driveways. It would seem that
roads now b ad to Dayton and the

our
our

.

L. Washburn

Company
119 W. Gold.
122 S. Second.
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NAVAJO
Blankets
A NKW SHIPMENT.
FINE P.VrriORNS AND RIGHT
PRICES AT

DAVIS & ZEARING
THE HOUSE FURNISHERS
205 West GoH.

Announcement

ST.

VINCENT'S
ACADEMY

Athuqaetque, n. m.
Hie Art Cluss of Hie Academy
is HOW open.
Lessons in Water ( olor. Oil and
Proe-haa- d
China
Painting,
Drawing mid ( rayon Work.
China Palming a specialty.
Terms.
month.
For further Information apply
h--

Tcnnoy, (he old time Height
to
gas contractor of Grunt county, bus con- SISTER SUPERIOR.
Bcfao,
trtcta for hauling i"' ions of machínen- a month for
Ihe
next rift n
month from Sliver City to Mogollón.
He Ve Also Ready.
listens like
A movement Is on foot to establish This Is a pointer that
thing doing out In the Mogollóos
a cemetery at t'lovis. There bus lu en I
no need for such an Institution yet.
When Trillos Become Troubles.
but there is no telling when some Irate
If any person suspects that their
citizen will break loose und Clovis
wants to be preiurod. Oirrixozo Out- kidneys are deranged they should tuke
Foley's Kidney Remedy nt once and
look.
not risk having Rright's disease or diabetes. Delay gives the disease a
Something ThM'S Never I .vplaincd.
of Men's, Women's and
Alter the election and the general stronger foothold and you should not
Remedy.
Kidney
Foley's
taking
delay
loud
of
some
these
quieting down
Children's Shoes are now
tulkers on one Hide or the other are
I.
IFF.
INVITATION.
OCCIDENTAL
ready for your inspection
going tn have a hard time explaining how It happens that things go
To the stockholders, policy holders
and we respectfully invite
right ulong In just about the same old and friends of the Occidental Life
way. instead of winding up in one Insurance company:
you to call and examine
evi rlastlng smash. Williams News.
We cordially Invite you while in Athem. They represent the
the
lbuquerque, particularly during
Plenty Smiles on Ihe Mini.
coming Irrigation Congrua and fair,
te
latest ideas in
"Not In the memory of the oldest to visit our Home Office; make It
Inhabitant." Is a sentence which by its your headquarters; have your mail
footwear and combine
misuse und abuse has tome to be a sent in our care, and do your corresbyphrase of good natured contempt. pondence with our material.
style with quality.
We will also be glad to answer any
But right here Its use may he forceEvery pair is sold under
ful and appropriate as applied to the Inquiries you may make In advance,
condition or to secure you accommodations.
weather
unprecedented
our guarantee to give satSincerely yours.
prevailed throughout
which have
J. H. O'RIELI.Y,
Northern Arizona und especially In
isfaction or money will be
Sec'y and Gen. Manager.
Yavapai county during the past two
refunded.
months. The rainy season lingers as
though the Father of the Waters
Our prices are as low as
IN THE HCART OF
which refresh the land and mother
every seed was loth to say farewell
it is possible to make on
until every blade and plant hnd de1
good shoes and we pay
sublULfKw
veloped to maturity, filled with
stance for the cattle and sheep on a
particular attention to fit
thousand hills upon whom the winter snows are soon to break.. Pasevery pair properly.
sengers from the California line tell
valMen s Shoes irom
S2.U0 lo S.VIMI
of an empire whose plateaus and
SH
4 i:
levs. usuullv barren, are vast tlelds
Women's Shoes from $1.73 to S5.00
With
RATES
Children's shoes Irom $1 to $2.50
of waving pustun brooks und rivuBATH
$1.00
lets In place of dry arroyos herds and
Mocks, reveling In I plentltude of nat$1,50 up
and up
ural grasses sleek, fat and well
Hundreds of prospectors are FIRST CLASS 4 STRICTLY MODERN
AUTO BUS MEETS ALL TRAINg
in the hills In search of thett treasures the music of the pick and the
drill attunes with the hope In every
$550.
Journal
breast. Present!
miners'
Bays a home on Central avenue Why
Miner.
pliv feat
For sale hy Rio tiiulllle
alley I, ami Co., phone M.Y .1. Ilor-- j
Window ftiinir, ft. 7. Al'inipn rque
Try a 'Morning Journal W?ntl
ol. h Agent.
Chining Mill.
W.

all
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and Its administration 1ti New
have more business.
Albuquerque I fully able to supply
good quarters in which to establish
Llhe bureau. In modern,
of
fice building: and at the amo time
modern residences are easily procured,
which would be suitable for the officers in charge of the bureau to establish their homes: while the climate
and other feature of the f itly are
equalled by none.
Another important feature to which
we direct your attention in this connection Is the fact that Albuquerque'
has large wholesale mercantile establishments, and In the event Of fire
upon any of the reserves, the bureau
here could purchase emergency supplies and also secure emergency labor,
not only for the punióse of suppressing
fires, but also clerk hire. These Items
are always more easily obtained In
larger eltie than In small places.
We feel that after a fair and Impartial consideration of the claims of the
various communities seeking to secure
the estnhllshim nt of those headquarters. tll.it Albuquerque, in view of Its
central location. Its railroad facilities
and Its other natural advantages. Is
fcorthy of be favorable consideration
of your department.
The Commercial cHib Is constrained
to Ih' these matters before yon. In
view of the fact that others are endeavoring to serine the location of
this bureau and though we feel that
the Inclination Of the department to
establish the bureau Is already fixed.
It Is a matter of precaution to lay before you these additional facts and
reasons, in order that no change In
plans will be made ' by the department. Respectfully.
COMtf&RCIÁL CLUB OF

mm

servir

Mexico would

X
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Have You Bought a Copy of the

Official Southwestern
Souvenir of,
he

Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress?
YOU have not, it ts time to get one; they are going fast. t Do
in the Irrigation Congress; send
one of these to the family home back east. 1 It tells the story
of the building of the great southwest; and tells it as it has never
been told before.

IF your part
to promote interest

Two Hundred Handsomely Illustrated
Cover in Colors

The price

AI.HC-QCFRQC-

president.
secretary.

K. L. Medler.
M. Cj Kelly,

Pages

THOUSANDS

The book cost 76 cents the copy
The postage per volume is 16 cents. The Official
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the various imlnts of Interest near
lhuqucrquc:

Iest)
C onoress
O
m

Interstate Industn- al Exposition and
New Mexico Ter- .

JJQJJQ

Adamana ( for Petrified For- $10.50
$5 0
$15.00
Fagstaff
Gallup
$7.50
canyn
$21.65
Grand
Holbrook
$12.00
Laguna
$3.50
Phoenix
$23.45

winsow

$1300

Williams

$17.00

mre

$7-0-

0

all at ticket on ice lor l ull tnior- ninllon ami talcs to other points
in New Mexico, Artsone ami el- -

(
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Albuquerque
New Mexico
September
29
,
to Uctober U
I

T. E. PURDY, Agent
The A. T. & S. F. Coast Lines

001 ro

SEE

ALVARADO

Southwestern Souvenir is on sale at

The Business Office of the Morning

ILLUMINATION

Journal

At John Lee Clarke's Curio Store
By Fred Harvey

Beautiful Display Draws En
thusiastic Approval fiom the
People of Albuquerque; Ex
tension of Light Lines Is
Planned,

A Mailing Envelope is Supplied With Each Volume

Nearly the Whole World
is Represented in Our
Stock of
Imported Chinaware, Indian Trinkets. Art Leather Novelties, Japanese Embroidered Silk Goods, Mexican Filigree
and Drawnwork, and many other odd.
,

your department
to establish
this
division headquarters In their cities
we therefore desire to lay before you
certain facts for your consideration,
which we believe will cause you to designate Albuquerque as the most accessible place, having In view the needs
of the .service, at which to locate your
division headquarters.
By reference to a ntap of (ho territories of Arizona and New Mexico,
yen will see
that Albuquerque is
fortunately located as regards railroad
facltltlee. The department, we understand, has In view the convenience of
the service and persons having busi-an- i
with It, and that one of the objects of establishing the division headquarters la to bring the administration
of the Service more closely to citiIn Its
zens most neatly interested
proper administration; and that the
location of such headquarters is made
with a view to the facilities these people have to get to such headquarters
IhteVleWB
and contact
for personal
with the official! in charge at such
headquarters.
The total area of the forest reserves

OFFICIAL NOTICE THAT THE
FORESTRY HEADQUARTERS
COMETO ALBUQUERQUE

Commercial Club Receives Letter from the Acting Forester
Definitely Announcing the Determination of the Bureau to
Bring Big Staff of Government Employes to This City.

SOME INTERESTING INFORMATION

In

12.75. 190 ucres
S, inR. 646 acres
CO.snO acres
Oklahoma
1.991.899 acres
Arkansas
Persons in Oklahoma and Arkansas,
having business with the bureau,
would no doubt use the railway from
these places to Amarillo, Texas; from
Amarillo, Texas, to Albuquerque. New
Mexico, by the way of TVxico and the
Bjastern Railway pf New Mexico which
Is
375 Rllle. If the headquarter
were located at Santa Fe. New Mexico,
where we undcrrtand some efforts are
being made to cause your department
to establish the same, these parties
would, if they took the same route
through Albuquerque, be compelled to
miles.
travel an additional eighty-liv- e
If. however, they took the route from
Amarillo to Santa Fe. by way of the
Ft. Worth iind Denver railway to
Trinidad. Colorado, and from there to
Santa Fe. New Mexico, they would
100
travel 473 miles, being almost
miles further than by coming to AArizona Is
New Mexico

AS TO SOUTHWESTERN FORESTS
AND ALBUQUERQUE'S ADVANTAGES
and wh. n It Is recalled that this division will have charge of New Mexico.
Arizona and Oklahoma, the wide ex-- l
tent of the business likely to be trans- acted het e may be. appreciated.
AlbtlfUelUe. N. M
Dear Sir:
The Commercial cltib has been
In further reply to your letter of
quietly at work In connection with this
July 31. signe,) by yourself and
matter for several months, and It Is
Mr. Kelly, as president and secentitled to its full share of the credit
retary of the Commercial club of
for bringing the advantages of AlbuAlbuquerque:
querque properly before the officers of
I am very glad to Inform you
,
the forestry service.
dctln-ItelRecently President Medler and Secthat Albuquerque has been
retary Kelly wrote n letter to Mr. Pln-chdecided upon as an adminissetting forth ut great length the
trative headquarters and
appreciate your efforts in
advantages offered by this city as the
so clearly stating Its advantages.
Mr.
location for the headquarters.
Very Truly Yours,
Plnchot's reply was satisfactory, alr. 8. CHAPMAN,
though the official announcement was
Acting Forester
not made until the receipt of the letter quoted above. The letter by the
officers of the Commercial club Is
'riven helou, not only to show the efThe nhove letter, received yester- fort
put forward by the club, but bethe
day by the Commerclitl club,
cause
it gives a mass of very vuluahlc
good
official announcement of the
new published by the Morning Jour- and Interesting information about tilt
In the southwest and
nal on Friday last, that the forreslry forestry serviceadvantages
forth the
offered by
service has definitely decided to locate sets
Albuquerque
as
a
commercial
and adof
division
the
headquarters
Ita
for
In a very convinccenter
ministrative
New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma
ing way. The letter follows:
In this city. The location of the ofHon. C.irford Plnchot,
fices to accommodate the big force of
Forester of the United States.
government employes has been deWashington, f C,
of
the
installation
termined rn and the
Sir:
''
llrst
division will take place before the
The Commercial club of Albuquerhas
of the year. This announcement
aroused great Interest throughout the que, New Mexico, Is advised that the
southwest where the prospects of hav- depnrtmi nt over which you have the
bureau honor to preside is about to establish
ing
the forestry service
lose touch with the a department division, having charge
brought Into
practical problems of the Mel. I has of the forest service pertaining to the
create, great satisfaction. The bring- territories of Arizona and New Mexico,
ing of this riivbd'sn hire Is a matter and tlie states of Oklahoma and
and that Albuquerque has
of the very greatest importance. Not
only does It bflng fifty or more of been selected tentatively as the place
government employes here perman- where such dlvMOtt shall be located.
Commercial club has nlsn
The
ently, hut It brings to Albuquerque
every man who hai basilicas with the he. n Informed thai steps are being
forestry eertioe which cannot b taken by other communities In the
transacted with the men in the Held; territory of New Mexico, to Induce
Office of the Forrester.
Washington, D. C Sept. 9. 198.
Mr. B. L. Medler. President
Commercial Club,

y
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lbuquerque.
All persons living In Arizona, navlng
business with the bureau, seeking to
go to headquarters, if the same were
established at Santa Fe, would of necessity have to pass through Albuquerque and travel on additional
eighty-fiv- e
miles. This would be true
should they go via Santa Fe coast
lines through Central Arizona, or over
the southern route from Phoenix and
and
ucson to Demlng, New Mexico,
from Demlng up to Albuquerque.
It Is. therefore, evident that Albuquerque Is "situated nearer for administrative purposes, to all of the re-

serves In Arizona, Arkansas and Oklahoma, amounting to 14,811.889 acres.
Hy reference to a map of New Mexico. It will clearly be S4NM that Albuquerque Is nenrer and more accessible to the following forest reserves,
than Santa Fe, vis:
Hlg Murros

(lallinus

. .

Olla

iri6,780
78.480
2.8S.1.900

Uuadalnpe

28X.0r

Lincoln

r.18.123

Magdalena
Manhaao
IMonclllo
Sacramento

1R.1.782

B7.lt

178.977
SSI, 841

San Mat.

Total areas

424.66;!
in

these reserves
.0811.72

All the above mention 'd r s rvesuie
situated south of Albuquerque, and can
be reached hy way of the Atchison.
Topeka ft Santa Fe railroad, rimuin;
down the Rio Orande valley; the
Santa Fe coast lines, as to the San
Mateo reserve; the Kl PaSfl ft Southeastern railway to Vnughn. thence by
way of the Kastern railway of New
Mexico to Albuquerque, for the Lincoln and Sacramento reserves, and the
railroad south of Albuquerque for the
.ianzano reserve,
Santa Fe. New Mexico, Is eloper to
the following reserves la New Mexico:
ins Animas (headquarters at Ut Veta. Coló
nido)
480 acres
430,880 acres
I'ecas Klvi.r reserve
Tans
tlS.lOv acres

Being a total or
664.56" acres
not taking Into consideration the Je
mez reserve. It will therefore he seep
by the above, excluding the Jemes reserve from consideration, that Albuquerque is nearer for administrative
purposes, and more accessible, more
easily reached and more convenient to
persons having business with the bureau in New Mexico, to an area Of
Forest reserves amounting to 6,086,721
As against
64,560
vviiicii are closer to
re.
As to the femes reserve, while the
present administrative headquarters of
this reserve are at Santa Fe, us a
matter of fact, many tf the people living upon litis reserve do business In
Albuquerque and consider Albuquer-qu- e
thejr business headquarters.
As
between Santa Fe and Albuquerque
UtS Jemes reserve, there Is practically
no difference in distance or accessibility. From the above t can therefore
be clearly seen that Albuquerque Is
most accessible for all purposes of the
administration of the reserves In New
Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma and Aria nsss.
There are, however, other features
which we desire to call to your attention, and more cogent reasons why
Albuquerque should be selected us the
place to establish the administratis
headqua riera for this district. Albuquerque is a city of practically 20.000
Inhabitants. Its hotel facilities are of
the best; it has chinches of almost
every denomination.
and excellent
schools, ah Well also at the University
These, urc factors
of New Mexico.
which should he taken Into consideration by your department, as being advantages which of necessity would
affect the personnel of the force of the
bureau established here.
While it is true that Santa Fe is
rscognlsed as the capital of the territory, and most of the state officers of
the territory ore located there, yet so
far as the Cnlted Stales is concerned,
it has seen fit for various reasons
(among which are the central location nf the town and the saving to
the government of railroad fare) to
establish In Albuquerque its United
Stall's marshal's office for the territory of New Mexico and Its bureau of
animal Industry. The territorial sheep
sanitary board is also located at Albuquerque, snd this Is one of the territorial boards with which the forest

it is conservatively estimated by u
number of people who were on the
grounds during the entire evening thai
between J, 500 and (,000 people Witnessed the final test of the electrical
display on the Alvrrado hotel and
grounds last night. The short test on
Friday night bad served to awaken
Interest, and when the lights Were.
turned on Shortly before s o'clock last
night fully a thousand
people were
gathered (h the streets ami on the
grounds The number increased t ap
Idly and the grounds and veranda-- '
'were crowded during th entile time
tío' brilliant Illumination was on. The
trains which were at Ihe station dur
ing ihe Illumination contributed their
portion to the crowd, ami so great was
the enthusiasm Of the visitors that I
has been determined to turn the lights
on every night until the congress
opens during the time the early evening trains are at the station, so that
the news, of the display may he carried
as lar and to as many places as possible.

The enthusiasm of the Albuquerque
is without limit, and nothing
but approval wus heard. The Onl
Criticism Offered was the absence of
more lights on ihe railroad side of the
building ami along the station platform.
This defect is to be remedied
at once, however, additional lights and
wiring having been ordered
The decorative scheme will he carried completely around the building on the railroad side as quickly as men can do the
work. It will all have been completed
during the present v cck.
The illumination of the Alvarndo Is
alone worth coming miles to see. and
the use of the lights will do Its full
share in creating the favorable Impression desired for v isitors as they arrive for the big show.
people

That our American roresu ihound Is
plants which possess the most valuable
medicinal virtues Is abundantly attested

by scores of the most eminent medical
writers and teachers.
Even the untutored Indians had discovered the usefulness of many nativo plants before tfag
advent of the white race. This informa
tlon, Imparted freely to the whites, led
the latter to continue Investigations until
we have a rich assortment of tuosl
valuable American medicinal roots.

t

4

Dr. Pierre believes that our American for
nts Hftnd in most valuable medicinal roots
lot tbe curaf most obstinate tnd fatal diseases. If wcoobtdproperly Investígate them;
and
of tbis conviction, be

pollbsrwitb pridts
urea
covery." which

lle

Irnos!,

leer- -

JLU

stlonot uterus

and kindred affections, often
aue r many other advertised medlcuivs. and
physicians bad failed.

O
aasntlonrd medicines
O

are
Both the shove
holly made up from tbe tfll eerie ett racts uf
native, medicinal roots. Tbe processes .
In tbelr manufacture were original
with Dr. Pierre, and they ara carried on by
skilled cbemUts Slid pharmacists v. III. the
aid of apparatus and appliances specially
Itoih
designed and built for this purpose
lDs areenttmly free from alcohol and
aub

harmful,
list of tbelr IngrSsUaebi
hablt-formi-

bottle-wrsMtt-

t.

things too numerous to mention

And Our Prices Are Right

SAM KEE
Curios, Souvenirs, Novelties, Fancy Goods.

Near Postofffice.

215 So. Second

To Be a Graceful Woman
You Must B- eTastefully Dressed, Skillfully Hatted and
Neatly Shod
And you will have
That ease of movement and that feeling
of power
Intrust your dress and but making to the wklll and experience of our
Dressmaking end Millinery Departments. We guarantee prompt work,
excellent service gld NMMMiable prices.

The Crane
Millinery

and Dressmaking Parlors

Corner Central and Fifth

PHONE 944

Dbfa

Not Isss marvelous, ha lbs unparalleled
cures It Is constantly making of woman's
many peculiar affections, weaknesses and
distressing dertngemtmts, Is Dr. Pierce's
FsVorlteNPrescrlphKas
Is amply attested
by thousands oaujfcliretlinonlals contributed biAcrBTuful ntThiias who tiara been
rnrert hvltof t'Atarrlial
tlraliei palnf3T
pei kKlL. irregularities, prpausu ji1

2edli

pretty

nurrclpua,

lias Drat en Itself to be the
mffl "T','n"' tPTi.rh mide, llrpr Inrlgor-ato- r.
(esrt nni; n.l regulator, snd blood
cleanser known to medical science. Dyspepsia, or Indigestion, torpid HverT functional
and even valvular and other affections of
tbe beart yield to Its curative action. Tbe
reason why It cures tbese snd many other
affections, Is clearly shown In s little book
Of extracts from tbe standard medical works
which Is mailed free to sny address by Dr. R.
V. fierce, of Buffalo, N. Y.. to 11 sending
request for tbe same,

Ma

curious,

la

drugs. A
prluutd ca

ATLANTA COLLEGE OF PHARMACY.
years of reniurkably lueeeegfoJ work. Greater demand for
our uraduiiles than we can supply. Hesi attendance south of PhiladelBegins Oct 1st. Address QeOrge F. Payne, Ph. U. Dean, fit Armphia.
strong St., Atlanta, (la.
Sixteen

,

today that (he
of Justhc
CLAIMS BOOTH & CO.
wns watching developments in ibis d,DICTATED PRICE OF FISH lectlon.
If reports nre true that such me.
det.'-tme-

Chicago.
13.
A statement
Sept.
made by Louis PoliikovY, publisher of u
ttadf Journal devoted to ska flh trade
which whs Riven publicity yesterday,
was made the ha.-dtoday of a report
lhat federal Investigation would be
nia'de of tlie affairs of A Iloolli ft Co..
who went into the hands of a receiver
last week.
lie declared that the
prices of h 10 dealers throiiKbotit
Ho country were dictated by A. Month
ft Co., iind that he was ready to rIvc
s

fl--

tit

-

were held to fix the prlees of
fish," he said "and If the books of llje
company reveal an lllegul combination
the government will take full cognisance of the case when the time arrives."
The rrciitors' committee will meet
at the Corn Kxchange hank tomorrow.

.
Quick Helir-- f for Asthma
Foley's Honey and Tar affords Immediate relief to asthma sufferers in
Ihe worst stages and if taken In time
will (.ffM't n cure.
Sold by 3. II.
O ltlelly Co.
Siiffi-rers-

the district attorney details eoncern-lua- ;
daily meetings of the representatives of He llooib company nnd
WANTKI.
tanrnnrd A Llndeman's band wants
Supposedly
Independent fish
two
young smateur cornet playsrs
bOWMNS,
which were in reality controlled hy the Month company, he said, for Must furnish references sv tn good
State esperlenee.
the purpose of fixing prices. Assist- character.
MWKMANX
LRARNARD
ant District Attorney fthlras admitud
Albuquerque, X. M.
cer-tnt-
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arrived In the city ycetcrday to lHk'
charge of his new pout.
j
Oct your supper at the Congregational church Tuesday evening. 6 to 8
o'clock. Plantation
style Price 35c.
music while you eat.
M. O. Chailbourne. manager of the
Albuquerque Traction company, returned last night from a shoit buai-netrip to Denver.
Hon. Jumes P. Hinkle of Roswell.
cter-day- .
was a visitor in Albuquerque
Mr. Hlnkb- has gone to Santa
for a short stay.
Rev. Samuel Blair, superintendent
of Mclhodmt Episcopal missions, left
yesterday for a short business trip to
mk Vegas and Katon.
J. P. Walking, who lias been work-- l
InK 00 a government contract in Mel-- l
rose for some Unie past, returned
to
Albuquerque, Saturday evening.
Miss Lillian Hesselden. daughter ot
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hesselden, has
returned from Denver, where she
PCM the summer rfafHIWf with

GEO. W. HjlCKOX COMPANY J
OLDBaTt AMD

UM0T

JBWKT.BY

BOCA IS

RSW MEXICO

ROCK aXWATB OOMrUTB AMD NMW
TODS WATCBKS. WK IX REPAJB THBM

BMD IN

tU

.

filiM Hmi

! F. H. STRONG

ALBl'OI'kiqrB.

Pítate

M. M.

Ambulance.

Office St tons Hlock, Seconal
and OOfpaT,
Tetcphonea: Office 75. Real- dencc Sue.

Funeral Director
and Embalmer
I Lady Assistant

Falrvlcw and Santa
Barbara Cometerle.

Rape

MONEY SAVED
On Domestic Coal. Host hand-a- t wened Gallup Eg, sn.no per
We ruaraniee
ton j ti i wh.ii Mm aran) i r criokJiMt.
jm

Washington K. Lindscy, a well
n attorney of Portales and United
States commissioner at that place, was
in the city yesterday on his way to
Santa Fe.
1. L. Hibburd' of Los Angeles--,
gensuperintendent of the Santa Fe
eral
rir-M.iiiii
i
eoaal linea, wus m Albuquerque yesterday for the day i accompanied by u
part of coast line officials.
Hon t, M. Hervey, attorney general,
in
Albuquerque yesterday
LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST arrived
evening from Santa Fe, accompanied
by Mrs. Hervey.
The? will leave this
morning for the Pecos valley.
Becaua oí the death of Mr. Aaron
Roaenwald, the ikatlng party to have
the POSTAL TBI.EOKAPH CO. gl- inc y.,ur nam and addreee and the
been given on Wednesday nik'ht by tb
eper-ta-l
papar will b dallvared by
Ladies of the L. H. B. and A. society.
meeaenger.
Tbe Uiapbuoa ta N'i. If.
has been Indefinitely postponed.
An attempt was mude to rob K. (.
.
grocery store on South Second
Pratt'l
Washington. Sept. U. New Mexico
.,.,
night or
Ilmt. Saturday
song
and Sumlay morning. An entrance was
Art
generally fair Monday
footed Into the storeroom in the roar
of the building, but the burglars tailed
Insure In the Occidental Life.
Nothing is nilss- to gel into the ston
H D, Terrill of Clovl
was In Albu- - 111,'.
querque yesterday.
meeting of Typographical
a
At
Charlea F. Bpauler of Rernallllo w as union No. 304, held yesterday afternoon, the following officers were electin the city to stay over Sunday,
Vice
President. C. A. Murtón;
ed:
AlLuna
Hon. Solomon
returned t
J.
Secretary.
Dignco.
Ben
President.
buoaeraue oat night from a ahort eta
c. B.
Comlttae,
Wootton,
j.
Bxeeuttve
in Santa Fe.
Sha le. Ira Bacon, C. Foley; Sergeant-- j
a. Garfield Fleming of Pena Blanca,
B It. Hess.
repent Sunday in Albuquerque, With a
Coi,
William M. Berger of Belén,
party Of friends.
was ,i visitor In Albuquerque yester-da.1
it Downey, formerly of tills city,
Col. Merger, It Is rumored, Is a
WM$ an arrival
from his ooaalbla candidate for thi terrltorlál
last night
home in Teauque, N M.
senate from valencia county at the
Chairman m. O, Buraurn of he re coming election. The colonel has liad
publican territorial committee was In long experience as a newspaper man
and in política and is well acquainted
the city yesterday.
men and conditions m !SeW .Mexif yon appreciate good limburger with
cheeam, call at the San Jose Market ico.
The attention of the members of
and ask for their Black Eagle brand.
of America,
Ballul Abyad Temóle, Soblea of the the Modern Hrotherhood
fact
that the
the
Is hereby called t
regular
a
hold
will
MyatlC
Shrine
regular
next
the
also
social
and
box
etnig this evening at s o ciook.
meeting' Of the lodge, will be held at
at
tS,
L Reate
.1
B, Morrison and
Rcdmcn's Hall on the night of MonPortal's, were in the city yesterday day, Sept. 21, instead of Sept. 14, as
on the way to Santa Fe on business.
mans have supposed. The presence
I
Mrs. M, Q'Lottgblln and daughter, of all members and their friends, is
Miss Mary, of .TI West Cl il avenue, cordially requested.
returned yesterday from a short visit
Kenneth ". Heald. for several years
to Denver.
University of New
a student at the
united Mexico, sicft last night for colorado
A, K. Curren of ClOVla, N M
Estates coramlaMloner for th CloVMJ dis- - springs. Where he Will enter Colorado
trlct. was in town yc sb rday on his way College us a student ot civil engineer
ing. Mr Heald Will likely be a memto Santa Fe.
ber of the college football eleven this
II. H. Lester. salesman for tile Fairbis try-o- year and will commence
yescompany
returned
1. auks
Soap
begins practice
team
soon
as
the
us
business
ral days
terdav from a
It is likely that he will make good
trii to Bl Paso.
on
the Colorado College eleven is he
W A. George, lately master mewas one of th Varsity's best men In
chante for th s.mta ft at WInalow, athletics.
and recently promoted to decaed n
H, Barlow as master mechanic here.
Ntmom SPARED.

Test weights and

quality and quantity.
vinced.
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Skating Rink
THE MOST
POPULAR
AMUSEMENT PLACE
IN THE

I

clothes, and the new
colors, new weaves and

Opportunity

faorics are as rich
and vaiied and attractive

Doesn't Go to Bed

as clothes can be.
In addition to the new

with the Chickens, she's as likely to
knock at your door after sundown as
before, and, like a good soldier, you
should always be ready for the call.
She MAY knock at the door of the
fellow who has no bank account, but
he isn't in as good shape to take advantage of the situation as the man
v
who has an account at a strong
itive hank, a bank that is willing slid able to help him out In
can he needs Just a little more money
than he has on deposit.
Start an account with us, and be
the
ready to welcome opportunity
next time she knocks at your door.

browns, grays, tans,
and animal colors which
have been so attractive

con-ver-
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JOHN S. BEAVÉN
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a feature of this fine
line, we'll show you
some fine blue serges,

black cheviots and
thibets such as every man
ought to have.
$22.00 to $28.00

The State
National Bank

will get you

Albuquerque

mighty good suit
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Moving Pictures

Pimpertietts' Gown.
Tormented by His Mother-in-laMiss

Gentleman Burglar.

SIMON STERN
The Central Avenue Clothier.

ALL KINDS OF CEREALS JUST RECEIVED
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VIOLIN SOLOS

Professor Gibbs.
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COLOMBO

Theater
Phone 471.

CHANGE TONIGHT

the 350

CLIFTON,

HARRY

CHARLES ILFELD CO.

FROM THE FACTORY
1024 North Fourth Street.

E. F. SCHEELE

v.

PIC

PKRFOHMANt E
GINNING AT :S0.

TI HE

FRESH

pound boy Comedian.
"Lonely Gentleman."
"How Simpkins Discovered
the North Pole."
"Scenes from the Battlefield
of Gettysburg."
Scenes from Tit for Tat.

,

Wholesalers of Everything
ALBUQUERQUE

LAS VEGAS

CONVENTION

FOR OFFICIAL ORDER OF

10 DEPARTMENT
ARRIVES

Governor Issues Call for Im
portant Gathering to Be Held- in This City During Irrigation
SENDING 21ST INFANTRY
Congress,

cadets here during th' congress and
exposition. Col. Wl'.Km has been an
Uthualaatto advocate of the congress
from the beginning and has done a
great deal toward its success. It Is his
intention to bring his crack corps
here, with band and full equipment,
The boys will go into camp In their
own tents and with their own Held
equipment and wilt be prepared to do
work that will surprise the regulars,

Wlien we placed our order

ago

Pit. CONNER

CRYSTAL
Special for Opening
Sunday Matinee
'The
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FALL OPENING TUESDAY

or.oian

September 15.

Uajraad Sunbeam
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212 South Second

E V E R I T T
LEADING JEWELER.
iot Central Ac AlaaayirrfMai.

PALACE
Watch baepaetflf santa iv it. K.

THE DIAMOND

HERE FOR THE CONGRESS!
Prove your mettle at the skating
party r the b H. is. & A. next Tuce.
convention will be hold in this city
day evening. Ill ere will be couple
during the irrigation congress the ob
Willson of Roswell Military K)iitcsts. ami also Individual contesta,
Col.
ject of which will be the discussion of
to the "most skillful.
witli trophies
School Completes Arrange-Arrangemen- ts Prooeona for charity.
ways and meant for improving the
public highways of New Mexico. The
for Bringing
meeting will be a most important one
Here,
His Cadets
and is expected to give a great impetus
PIONEER
to the good roads movement in the
territory. Q6vCnor Curry has Issued
The good news announced by the
the following official cull for the con- Morning Journal, Saturday that the
vention:
first battalion of the Twenty-lirs- t
in
"Kxecutlve (iff Ice,
e
fantry has been ordered to
Kidney Troubles Attack AlbmiuerqiKi
'Santa Fe, New Mexico.
(or the Irrigation congress,
Men ami Women. Old and Young.
'One of the most Important pubic
Kidney Ills seize young and old.
improvements of which the territory and exposition, was contlrnied yealei- - Death Claims Aaron Rosen-wal- d,
Come quickly with little warning.
Children sutler in their early years islands in need. Is good roads. The day by the receipt ut Irrigation con
One of the Men Who
highways of a community are u very gress headquarters of printed copies of
Can't control the kidney secretions,
clrls are languid, nervous,- - suffer reliable index to Its general condition
Led the March of Commerce
the official order of the department.
pain.
land prosperity. Well built and com Tiie order which states clearly what Is
Women worry, can't do daily work.
territhroughout
this
Into New Mexico,
Men have lame and aching backs. modious roads
to come with this Important military
The cure for man, woman or child. tory would not only invite a larger force, is as follows:
Is to cure the cause the kidneys. Influx of substantial agricultural peoHeadquarter! Department of the ColoDoan's Kidney Pills cure sick kid- ple and business men, but would enAaron Itosenwald, pioneer of Alburado.
neys
courage and greatly assist our presquerque
9.
and one of the rapidly thin1908.
Sept.
suffering.
Colo.,
Denver.
Cure all forms of kidney
ent population hi their effort to imdepartment
ning
war
compliance
in
with
Alhuqueniue testimony proves It.
rank
of hardy and successf ul
up
prove
the
their homes and build
Mrs. J. Hall of Vt West Hulling territory.
band and first battalion of the Twenty-ban- d businea men who led the vanguard of
says
N.
M..
Albuquerque,
avenue,
and llrst batallón of tii- - Twenty-firs- t
"A
number of public spirited citiInto central New Mexico with '.Iv
My daughter
used Doan's Kidney
infantry, Fort Logan, Colo., will trade
pilla with very good results. She suf- zens of New Mexico, desiring to adcoming
of the railroad in the ear y
Albuto
Instant,
fered lor 'jver a year from severe vance and stimulate the good roads proceed, on the 2tlth
'80s,
at his hoirfe on West Copdied
pultis across her loins and kl Ineys, movement, have requested the gover- querque. New Mexico, to attend the
half pas! 7 o'clock las;
and at times she was unable to be nor of the territory to call a good National irrigation congress to be held per avenue at age
night, at the
of sixty eight yea.
around. I heard of Doan's Kidney roads convention and In compliance at that place.
All of the membcra of his immedla'
pilla, induced her to try them and
with
be
will
furnished
The battalion
I, George Curry,
she felt great relief from the first and with said request.
staff and two officers to family were with him at the end.
continued their use until cured. I governor of the Territory of New Mex- a complete
Degth wus the result of a stroke if,
each company, the compunics will be
gave n statement to this effect some ico, do hereby call a good roads conlysis which Mr. Itosenwald
suffour years ago. and would say to- vention to meet In the pity of Albu- tilled temporarily to the authorized liara
of fered ubout one wei k ago, follow!
day, January II, ItAT, that we were querque, New Mexico, nt convention maximum strength by attachment
got onlv given reason to appreciate hall, on October ,r, 1908, at 10 o'clock of men from other companies
Dress upon a first stroke which be attffere
Doan's Kidney Pills at that time, but a. m., for the purpose of discussing uniforms will be taken for use on ap- something more than twu years ago
myself
will
K,.tl, m ilunirhler :iml
while visiting with members of Ml
irnuAh tat their value as strongly as ways and means whereby a system of propriate occasions.
family In Europe. He rallied somein
equipped
for
may
will
be
be
new
built
highways
public
command
The
recommend
ever, and can heartily
what from tin- first attack and gal Be j
Alhuones
extendon
old
ut
territory
arrival
service,
the
and the
and
field
them to other sufferers."
up to about a year ago, wh n
strength
50
Price
by
all
dealers.
camp
at such
ed and Improved.
Por sale
queniue will go Into
began to fail again, and
Ills
heultb
Co.,
ItufTalo.
request
rents
"1 hereby authorlxe
and
by the auplace as may be
more recently a steady decline had
New York, sole "gents for the I'nlted that delegates to said convention be
thorities of the congress. Two escort warned his family of the approaching
Snte.
as follows:
wagons, with clvllan teamsters, fully
Remember the name Doan's and appointed
of equipped', will be furnished from the end.
"By the county commissioners
lake no other.
Mr. Itosenwald Is survived by his
each county, five delegates.
post.
wife,
two sons, DaVld S. Itosenwald
"By the mayor of euch city in the
The quartermaster's department will and Sidney Itosenwald. both successful
territory, two delegates.
furnish transportation by rail to and 'bualneae men of Albaqaerque, and two
"By each Commercial Club In New from Albuquerque; the subsistence de
GOOD
daughters, Mrs. I!. Flclsher of Denver,
Mexico, two delegates.
partment will furnish the necessary
"All good roads Associations in the subsistema Inclining '.rnvel rations; and Miss Jetttt Uosenwuld, of Albuterritory are invited to send as many the medical department Will furnish querque.
Mr. Roaenwald was born In Gerrepresentatives to this convention as suitable medical attendance and sup'Hpend all things else,
many, but came to the I'nlted States
Hut of your old friends be the most mav be able to attend.
plies.
in his early manhood
to engage In
"Done at the executive office, this
miserly."
Upon the conclusion of the Inter- business. He was among the small
D.
A.
1908.
September.
day
of
money
at
the
your
spend
llth
And then
state and International exposition, the
"Witness my hand and the Oreat command to return to station, leaving company of successful merchants who
Strong's Book Store.
established themselves in the southNew
Mexico.
of
Territory
Money is worth no more than the Seal of the
Albuquerque on or about October 10, west at the time the Santa Fe railroad
"OEOltfiK Ci'HHY.
(SAL)
pleasure and comfort it gives. It takes
necessary
Is
across
was pushing Its construction
"Governor. 190S. The travel directed
precious little of It to buy a book fit
in the military service.
in
His
the
locution
continent.
first
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Copyrights
Popular
our store. The
Gcnerul the southwest was at Trinidad, where
Hy command ot
Mexico."
New
of
anywhere.
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r.iii.cheaper
no
each;
are
Tilomas:
he engaged in business, coming to A30c, welt
Hoy1 and (Jill's Hooks,
ROBERT L. HIUST,
lbuquerque In 18K3 to engage In busiKVFRYONE is TALKING ABOUT
hound and the most excellent tltlea.
Major, General Staff,
ness here. The firm of Itosenwald
M
t I! I I VI
WOKK.
vol HAVE
Mechanical nooks, a full line; we
Chief of Staff. Broth era, consisting of Mr, Roaenwald
YOI'HS. DO S
fOT GIVEN
fire sure to have orne you need.
Official:
and his brother, whoae death occurred
LAUNDRY,
HACK
new
our
in
IMPERIAL
some
lines
Here are
OEO. ANDREWS.
some three years ago. quickly achieved
OP POfrrOFFICat
Full Stock.
Colonel, Adjutant General.
a reputation, and a large and prosperLadle' Hand Hngs and Pursea;
It Is now conlldently expected that ous business was built up, the firm
Bill
and
Poeket
IF YOr ARE IN NICICD OF AVY
0 antillana
staTHINO DAINTY IN TIIK UROCKHY the two troops of cuvulry now or- continuing as Itosenwald Brothers up
Hooks;
M tioned at Fort Wlngate will also be
to the death of his brother, when Mr.
Large assortment of Boxed Paper; LINK YOII CAN ALWAYH
CO.. 1Í4 SOUTH dered to Albuqiieroiie within the next UosenwaJd retired from active busi
AT r. O. PRATT
Indian Waste Haskets, split and SKCOND.
representafew days completing the
ness life. His death removes one piore
Blroh Hark;
tion of the war department.
of the rapidly thinning number of men
Hlg assortment of Pokt Card AFEE'S ROOT BEEK. THBf BEER
Everything Heady for the Cudels.
who helped to found Albuquerque and
lbum;
(.
OKI
WALTON'S
OF OI'ALITY.
Col. J. W. Willson, conimandent of who were prominently Identified with
Murk Twain Scrap Book, ranging STORK
the New Mexico Military academy at the building up of tho chief southwestIn price from 25c to $2.60;
Koswell, left for his home yesterday ern trade center here.
Houvenlrs of nil klnda.
GOOD ICE CREAM, AND
arrangements for the
.Announcement of the funeral will
S HOOK STOHK.
WALTONY after completing
ICK CREAM
BODA.
STIHi
accommodation of his full force of probably be 'mad.i during the day. I
PtlOMa 1104.
Not Hour to the P. O. DRUG STORK.

WHOLESALE HARDWARE.

Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware;
Valves, Fittings, Belting, Mine and
WAGONS,
Mail

Pipe, Pumps,
Supplies, etc,

Iron
Mill

IMPLEMENTS AND FARM MACHINERY.
Albuquerque, N, M,

orders solicited,

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM
1402

PHONE

Albuquerque Carriage
Company
Kll ! !.- W.V.ONS

I1AKNK88

OOKXER

8ADDLK8

First and Tijeras

They arc now on sale and we
think they arc so nice that
in' have them "up from."
Tin il Ugatn ue think lliey arc
Hie large) sold in Albnqaprqne
for the price,

A

IRCH Í
MM

--

.

15 cents each
2 for 25 cents
wmmmmmmtmsmmtm
ALBUQUERQUE GASH

GROCERY CO.
HOMER II. WARD. Mgr.
S15 Marble Ave.

W0LKING & SON
Aciinolor Windmill-- . I'linips, Tanks,
ami Substructures, Well Driving ami
Drilling a Bpeclialty.
Repairing.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
707 N. EIGHTH

TEL.

Hubbs Laundry Co.
"Our Work is Best"

I

WHITE WAGONS

l

Poster-Milbour-

WHITNEY COMPANY

il was witli tbe strict instructions
that only new Fall catch should be
shipped.

--

Albu-querqu-

OSTEOPATH-N- .

t

RELIABLE ASSAYS

n

Gold and Sliver
tl t
,J
aiivr. copper
flat
semilles by Mull k.erelve Prompt Attain lea
Placer Unid, Ketnrta anil Hlch Orea Bouxtit.
l fur free mailing
envel'a and price lief
7Sc

Gold
..

0GÜEN ASSAY CO.

M01T0

is

l'Il

weeks

for

Mackerel

who will be here, The Roswell company will arrive here about the Sth
of September.

PASSES

SANTA ROSA

AZTEC FUED CO., MTIili.

PAC-TO-

K

WOOD
MOUNTAIN
PINION I'ENCE DOSI S, (Al, 1. 1 I'
I,tTMP COAL, $('..:,) PER TON. HHV
ANY OI,D TIME. PHONIC Í61.
AND

Y

Dim WORK OB íiAfJNDKHINff
KHIICI
ON
I1DIES' COLLARS.
AND
WAISTS,
DirM
SKIRTS
SIIIS IS UNSCHPASHKR. 1MPK
HIAL LAlNDHY. RACh OP
OPKICM.

PT.

OCH DOMESTIC FINISH IS .MUST
THE THIXC AND SATISFIES OI H
PATRONS. IF YOU WANT TO till
UP TO DATE HAVE YOUR liAUN-DHDOVE HY THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY, RACK OP I'OKTOFFICf.

OUR POMCY IS OinCK SALES
LET M
AND SMALL PROFIT.
SHOW YOU THAT WE CAN KAVe'
YOU MONEY ON YOUR CHOCEH
CO., S14 f
IES. F. J. PRATT
MM OND.
'

OF CAN N En
AM VEGETABLES ARK t
SELECTED STOCK. COME IN AND
V li
EXAMINE TRKM.
PRATI
OTJR ASSORTMENT

IHUm

CO.

814 SOUTH

SECOND.

